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Abstract

We present a technique for enhancing Wi-Fi Direct (WD) for vehicular environments. 
Dedicated short range communication (DSRC) has been standardized for communica
tion in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). However, due to high costs at initia
tion, alternative communication strategies are of interest in order to facilitate the quick 
deployment of ITSs. WD, which is a relatively mature technology available in mobile 
devices, has come across as a possible alternate candidate. However, the presence of 
large communication delays in the WD protocol stack is a shortcoming in deploying this 
in highly dynamic vehicular scenarios. The objective of our work is to propose and eval
uate a method to overcome some of the large transmission delays in WD. Our proposal 
is to use a broadcast mechanism in the downlink between the group owner (GO) and 
the clients of a WD group, as an alternative to the currently used peer-to-peer (P2P) 
method.

We study our technique by simulating a bi-directional highway scenario with mul
tiple lanes. We set up the vehicular channel model using two well-known models: Friis 
propagation model and the Nakagami fading model. Performance measures such as 
average total delay, average energy consumption of the GO, average packet loss ratio, 
and average packet reception ratio are presented.

While the proposed GO Broadcast method reduces the downlink delay, it increases 
the probability of packet losses due to the lack of retransmissions. Our results demon
strate a gain in terms of average total delay and the average energy consumption of the 
GO. We use a theoretical analysis as well as a simulation study using OMNeT-r-K It is 
also shown that the degradation in performance on the downlink due to packet losses 
is within tolerable limits, given that the size of the group is selected properly.

Index terms— Broadcast mechanism, Group formation, Peer-to-Peer (P2P), Ve
hicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET), Wi-Fi Direct (WD)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Intelligent transportation systems (ITSs) reshape the future of road transporta
tion through a variety of applications to enhance road safety and travel effi
ciency [1]. There are two types of ITS applications: safety applications and 

non-safety applications. Examples of safety applications are collision detection, 
lane change warning, and cooperative merging [2] and require both delay and 

high reliability, concurrently. The non-safety applications aim to optimize the 

road traffic flows and to reduce the carbon dioxide emission through smart and 

green transportation applications. They also support infotainment applications 

such as parking assistance, audio-video streaming, and interactive gaming [3]. 
The non-safety applications do not have specific delay requirements unlike the 

safety applications, but the performance measures degrade with the increase in 

the delay and packet loss. Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) is a key enabler 

of ITS [4]. We introduce VANETs in Section 1.1.

1.1 VANETs

Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is a collection of mobile nodes which com
municate directly with each other. VANET is an extension of MANETs where 

mobile nodes are vehicles. There is intensive research ongoing within the area of 

VANETs. VANET can communicate with internal and external environments us
ing the nodes which are called on-board units (OBUs) and road-side units (RSUs). 
The OBU is an in-vehicle transceiver which allows exchanging data between the 

nodes. The RSU is a transceiver fixed on the road-side infrastructure. This 

communication categorizes into either vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication 

or vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication.
V2V communication which is the basis for the setup of VANETs, plays 

important role in future transportation systems. V2V communication allows ve
hicles to communicate directly with minimal latency as well as supports either 

single hop or multi-hop multicast/broadcast communication. Figure 1.1 shows

an

a
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IntroductionVANETs

Figure 1.1: Vehicle-to-vehicle communication. Example of an event-driven messages 
exchange through a highway scenario.

V2V communication on a highway scenario where the nodes are vehicles whose 

movement is limited to the road. In Figure 1.1, a vehicle encounters a dangerous 

situation and sends an emergency message to a vehicle behind it. On successful 
reception of the message, the receiving vehicle forwards that message to the vehi
cle in front of it. Therefore, V2V communication provides advance warning and 

driving assistance to all the vehicles in the vicinity.
V2I communication allows communication between vehicles and infrastruc

ture, for example, the ITSs infrastructure can be an RSU, a traffic light, or street 
signs. The V2I communication supports a single hop broadcast communication 

where the RSU periodically broadcasts a message to the vehicles in the vicin
ity. However, RSUs need to be placed every kilometer or less, to maintain an 

information-rich travel environment [5].
There are two types of safety-related messages exchanged in VANETs: peri

odic and event-driven. The periodic messages are exchanged by all the vehicles 

in the network which contain information about their status such as position, 
speed, direction, heading, etc. The event-driven messages are sent by the vehicles 

when a hazard event occurs which enable ITSs safety applications. These appli
cations avoid traffic accidents and alleviate traffic congestion by sending periodic 

messages which monitor the locations of nearby vehicle aided by event-driven 

messages [6]. The different applications have different communication require
ments.

The deployment of vehicular communication requires emerging technologies 

for the penetration of ITS. Dedicated short range communication (DSRC), which 

is based on the IEEE 802.lip standard, is the well known communication method

2



IntroductionWhy Wi-Fi direct ?

in VANETs [7,8] and allocates 75 MHz bandwidth on 5.9 GHz spectrum and has 

a communication range from 100 m to 1000 m. DSRC allows exchange messages 

through the network by dividing dedicated bandwidth into seven channels to 

support both safety and non-safety applications simultaneously. The data rates 

provide by IEEE 802.lip range from 3 to 27 Mbps [7].
Wi-Fi based solutions suggest as an alternative communication technology for 

VANETs. Wi-Fi direct (WD), which is based on the IEEE 802.11 infrastructure 

mode, and already enabled in most smart phones, has been looked upon 

possible candidate [9,10], to quick deployment of ITS services.

as a

1.2 Why Wi-Fi direct ?

DSRC is the centerpiece of VANETs. However, it requires DSRC radio which 

is installed in all vehicular nodes of the network which can be either embedded 

to the vehicle or an additional equipment that can be connected to the vehicle 

externally. The embedded equipment cost of $350 and the additional equipment 
cost of $175 [11], hence, the capital expenditure at initiation is high [9,10]. The 

installation of the dedicated hardware requires technical expertise, and larger 

scale deployment of DSRC will take a considerable time. Also, DSRC makes it 
difficult to incorporate ITSs with pedestrians and cyclists due to the need of the 

dedicated hardware.
This hinders the penetration of ITS in developing countries, where ITS seems 

to be a distant reality and has also created interest into alternative communication 

strategies that can facilitate a quick deployment of ITS. WD, which is introduced 

to enhance device-to-device (D2D) communication [12], and enables Wi-Fi devices 

to directly communicate without passing through an access point (AP). The 

WD communicates both WD devices and legacy Wi-Fi devices (conventional 
Wi-Fi devices that does not support WD) to exchange the information. WD 

has been already enabled in most smart phones, may be utilized to increase 

the penetration of ITS. WD has the added advantage of being able to connect 
important stakeholders such as pedestrians and cyclists to VANET more easily 

compared to DSRC.
WD operates on 2.4 GHz frequency spectrum and allocates 20 MHz bandwidth 

whereas DSRC operates on 5.9 GHz frequency spectrum and allocates 75 MHz 

bandwidth which divides into seven 10 MHz channels. WD supports data rates 

up to 250 Mbps while DSRC supports data rates up to 27 Mbps. Therefore, 
WD provides higher specifications in terms of channel bandwidth and data rates

3



IntroductionFocus of the thesis

compared to DSRC.
Because of these reasons, the feasibility of using WD for VANETs as an alter

native to the DSRC has been studied [9,10]. Hence, we will use WD for VANETs 

as the underlying technology for our work.

1.3 Focus of the thesis

In this thesis, we consider that WD as a viable alternative for DSRC. The focus 

is mainly on improving the WD protocol to be suited to VANETs.
It is obvious that DSRC is superior to WD in terms of performance due to 

having a dedicated spectrum allocation and a higher transmit power. Therefore, 
for safety critical applications, where reliability is paramount [1], WD may not be 

a suitable alternative. However, WD has a potential for non-safety applications 

like traffic control and given the protocol is fine tuned. There are few drawbacks 

of WD such as large group formation time in WD, larger transmission delay due 

to the multiple retransmissions by the group owner (GO) and single point of 

failure for the group if the GO fails or moves out of range of the group. This 

leads to large delays in packet delivery which is the most critical one with respect 
to VANETs, and [9,13,14] have focused on alleviating these issues.

In particular, we only consider the larger transmission delay in WD. WD 

information dissemination within a group occurs only through the GO after pe
riodic one-hop beacon communication. This process uses a peer-to-peer (P2P) 

approach on the uplink (between clients and the GO) as well as the downlink 

(between GO and clients). Since all the clients communicate through the GO, 
there is a larger delay in messages sent over WD than the messages sent over 

DSRC. Therefore, we attempt to modify the WD protocol to overcome the above 

addressed drawback and improve its performance in order to be used in VANETs.
In this thesis, we focus on reducing the large transmission delay through a 

broadcasting mechanism, which eliminates acknowledgments and retransmissions 

in the link from GO to clients (downlink). In [9], proposes a broadcasting mecha
nism for reducing the large transmission delay in WD. The authors in [9] present 
a theoretical analysis, and validate their claim through numerical evaluations. 
Our work is centered on further investigating the idea presented in [9] through 

simulation based approach (OMNeT++). A simulation based approach gives us 

more flexibility to fine tune the model such that it gives a better representation 

of the actual scenario.

a
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IntroductionContributions and the outline of the thesis

1.4 Contributions and the outline of the thesis

Firstly, we discuss some of the fundamentals and background information in 

Chapter 2. We first explain the WD protocol architecture to provide a better 

understanding of the domain of study. Next, we identify the drawbacks of WD 

which cause large delays in packet delivery. In this thesis, we consider the delay 

component related to the transmission delay which addresses the data communi
cation in VANETs. We then review the most related literature.

In Chapter 3, we present the system model. Firstly, we model the topology 

of the vehicles. We model a bidirectional highway with multiple lanes, and set 
speeds of individual vehicles, and set the spacing between vehicles in the same 

lane according to the 2-second rule. Secondly, we model the wireless channel, 
which is crucial for the performance. We model the channel using two well- 

known models: Friis propagation model to capture path loss and Nakagami fading 

model to capture multipath fading. Finally, we describe the two communication 

models. The first one is the P2P model where the downlink communication is 

based on a P2P method, and this is the methodology adopted in the standard 

WD protocol. In the second model, the downlink communication is based on a 

broadcast method, and which is called the group owner broadcast (GOB) model.
In Chapter 4, we theoretically analyze the performance measures. In particu

lar, we derive the average total delay and average energy consumption of the GO 

(energy is not considered in [9]) for one data transmission cycle. We extend the 

theoretical analysis in [9] by considering backoff and contention for the commu
nication channel. It provides an analytical justification for the GOB model gains 

in terms of average delay and average energy consumption compared to the P2P 

model.
In Chapter 5, we describe the algorithm implementation and simulation setup 

on OMNeT++ [15]. Therefore, we set up the two communication models on 

the initial implementation of the WD protocol on OMNeT+4- [16]. We set the 

channel properties according to the channel model present in Chapter 3. Each 

vehicular node will have its own mobility model configured using the linear mo
bility module, which is inbuilt in the INET framework [17]. We configure the 

energy consumption of the vehicular node using the state-based energy consumed 

module, which is also implemented in the INET framework [17]. We set a timeout 
for GO to initiate transmitting data in the downlink. We provide the timeout 
using the simulation considering an ideal scenario of 100% beacon reception by 

all clients.

5



IntroductionContributions and the outline of the thesis

In Chapter 6, we present both theoretical and simulation results of the commu
nication model studied in Chapter 3, and also discuss to draw further insights. In 

this Chapter, we provide the simulation results by averaging over 100 independent 
instances. In particular, we simulate the performance measures such as average 

total delay, average energy consumption of the GO, average packet loss ratio, 
and average packet reception ratio. Our simulation results are compared with 

the theoretical analysis described in Chapter 4 and also with the results of [9]. 
Simulations show that the broadcasting method leads to considerable gains in 

terms of delay and energy, and also show that if group sizes are set properly, the 

degradation of performance on the downlink due to not having retransmissions is 

within tolerable limits. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis.

6



Chapter 2

Fundamentals and Background

This chapter will first provide an overview of the WD protocol in Section 2.1. 
Next, we will explain the drawbacks of WD protocol which cause large delays in 

packet delivery in Section 2.2. Then, we will discuss the network simulator in 

Section 2.3. Section 2.4 provides an account of related literature.

2.1 Wi-Fi direct protocol

WD introduced by the Wi-Fi alliance and is based on the IEEE 802.11 infrastruc
ture mode [18]. This aims to enhance the direct D2D communication [12]. WD 

operates on 2.4 GHz frequency spectrum and supports data rates up to 250 Mbps. 
The communication range of WD is less than 250 m, and allows the devices to 

directly communicate without passing through an AP. WD supports most of the 

Wi-Fi standards such as IEEE 802.11 a/d/g/n etc.
WD devices are formally known as P2P devices and communicated by forming 

a P2P group with l:n topology consisting of one GO and zero or more clients [18]. 
The GO is the device which implements the AP-like functionalities, and the client 
is the device which associates with the GO. Legacy Wi-Fi devices can only connect 
to the group as clients. The role of the P2P device as either GO or client is 

specified dynamically in the group formation phase. Therefore, the P2P device 

supports concurrent operation where the device can execute the role of the GO 

and the client simultaneously. However, to support the concurrent operation, 
the P2P device requires either multiple medium access control (MAC) entities or 

virtualization techniques to time share the channel [12].
The GO is elected based on the intent value (IV) of the device where IV is 

an integer between 0-15. The device which has the highest IV will become the 

GO [18]. If two devices have the same IV, the device in which the tie-breaker bit 
is set to one is selected. The IV calculation will be discussed in detail in Section 

2.1.2.
The GO announces the presence of the group by sending beacons on a selected

7



Fundamentals and BackgroundWi-Fi direct protocol

Client 2Client 1 Client 2 Client 1

Figure 2.1: (a) Uplink: between the clients and the GO (b) Downlink: between the GO 
and the clients.

operating channel in the 2.4 GHz band. If the devices receive the beacons, they 

can join the group by sending a probe request frame to the GO. The clients 

can start to exchange the information after joining the group. WD information 

dissemination within a group occurs only through the GO after periodic one- 

hop beacon communication. This process uses the P2P approach on the uplink 

(between the clients and the GO) as well as the downlink (between the GO and 

the clients) as shown in Figure 2.1.

2.1.1 Group formation

WD group formation includes four phases: discovery phase, GO negotiation 

phase, provisioning phase and address configuration phase [18). There are three 

states in the discovery phase: scan, search and listen. In the scan state, the 

devices perform a traditional Wi-Fi scan to discover any existent group or net
work. If the device locates a group, it can join that group by sending a probe 

request frame, or otherwise, the device moves to the search and listen states. 
In the search state, the device sends probe request frames on all the three so
cial channels named as channel 1, 6 and 11 in the 2.4 GHz band. In the listen 

state, the device listens for probe requests on a selected social channel in order to 

respond with a probe response frame. The device switches between search and 

listen phases until two devices discover each other. Figure 2.2 shows an example 

of a device discovery phase for two P2P devices [18].
At the end of the discovery phase, the devices move to the GO negotiation 

phase to assign the respective roles: GO or client. The GO negotiation phase is a 

three-way handshake process which consists of GO negotiation request, response, 
and confirmation frames. The GO is elected based on the highest IV where the

8
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i
Scan

Scan

Search

Probe RequestCh. 1 ->
Search

Probe Request ^
Ch.6

Probe Request Ch. 1<r
Probe RequestCh. 11 *

Probe Request<- Ch.6
Listen

Probe Request Ch. 11<r

Ch. 1
Listen

Search

Probe Request ? Ch.6Ch. 1

Probe Request
Ch.6 Probe Response

Probe Request ^Ch. 11

P2P device 2P2P device 1

Figure 2.2: Example of a device discovery phase for two P2P devices.

devices share their IV using either GO negotiation request or response frames. 
The GO selects a social channel for communication within the group and starts 

to send the beacon frames to announce the presence of the group on the selected 

social channel.
In the provisioning phase, GO establishes a secure communication using Wi

Fi protected setup (WPS). There are two phases in the WPS provisioning: phase 

1 and 2. In the provisioning phase 1, GO acts as a registrar which generates and 

shares the security keys to its clients. Then, in the provisioning phase 2, clients 

disconnect and reconnect through the provided security key.

9
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Discovery Phase

GO Negotiation Request

GO
GO Negotiation ResponseNegotiation- 

Phase GO Negotiation Confirmation

ClientGO

Provisioning Phase
(1&2)

DHCP Discover

DHCP OfferAddress 
Configuration — 

Phase
DHCP Request

DHCP ACK

Figure 2.3: Frame exchange sequences in the standard group formation procedure [11].

In the address configuration phase, the GO assigns the internet protocol (IP) 

addresses to its clients using the dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) 

using the discover/offer/request/ack frames.
There are three types of group formation procedures: standard, autonomous 

and persistent. The standard procedure is the most complex group formation 

procedure which includes all the four group formation phases discussed above, 
unlike the autonomous and persistent procedures. Figure 2.3 shows the frame 

exchange sequences in the standard group formation procedure.
In the autonomous group formation procedure, a P2P device autonomously 

becomes the GO and initiates a group. The GO announces the presence of the 

group by sending the beacon on a selected social channel. Other devices which 

are in the discovery phase, can perform a scan and join the group as clients. Note 

that, the discovery phase simplified to scan state, and there is no search and 

find states. Also, there is no GO negotiation phase as the devices have already 

assigned their roles in the group, and directly proceed with the provisioning and 

address configuration phases.

10
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Table 2.1: Delays of WD protocol for the three group formation procedures: Au
tonomous, Standard, and Persistent [11].

Delays (s)ProcedurePhase
3Autonomous

Standard
Persistent

4-9Discovery
4-9

1.5 - 2.5
1.5- 2.5 
0.5- 1.5

Autonomous
Standard
Persistent

Group formation

4.5 - 5.5
5- 10 

4.5 - 10

Autonomous
Standard
Persistent

Total delay

In the persistent group formation procedure, the devices will re-initiate the 

previously formed group using the stored network credentials and assigned roles 

in the initial group formation. The devices can declare a group as the persistent 
during the initial group formation by using a flag bit sets in beacon frames, probe 

responses and GO negotiation frames. Therefore, at the end of the discovery 

phase, the devices can discover whether they have formed a persistence group 

in the past with the corresponding peers. This replaces the GO negotiation 

phase with an invitation procedure to reform the previous group. There is no 

provisioning phase 1 state since the devices re-initiate the group using the stored 

network credentials and directly proceed with the provisioning phase 2 state and 

address configuration phase.
Table 2.1 summarizes the delay required to establish the group using the 

three group formation procedures [12]. In the analysis, the authors claim that 
the group formation delay defined as the summation of the GO negotiation phase, 
the provisioning phase, and the address configuration phase [12]. In particular, 
it shows that the autonomous group formation takes less time to form the group 

compared to the standard and persistent group formation procedure.

2.1.2 Intent value calculation

The IV is used to elect the GO in the negotiation phase. The definition of IV 

is not specified in the WD standard. Therefore, in the WD implementation on 

Android [19], IV sets to a fixed value whereas it sets to a random integer value 

between 0 -15 on OMNeT-H- |16|. This takes into consideration that the GO is 

elected randomly in the negotiation phase. However, IV should reflect the device
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capabilities in order to elect as the GO of a group.
To address this issue, an algorithm called WD2 is introduced in [13]. In 

[13], the authors compute the IV based on the average received signal strength 

indicator (RSSI).

2.2 Drawbacks of Wi-Fi direct

As outlined in the introduction, the key challenge related to WD is to reduce the 

large delay associated with packet delivery. In this section, we have identified 

three main drawbacks of WD from the literature.

2.2.1 High group formation time

The group formation time of WD depends on both discovery phase and GO 

negotiation phase. In the discovery phase, the device switches between the search 

and listen state until it finds a peer within its range. The amount of time that 
a device spends on each state is randomly distributed, in the range of 100 ms 

and 300 ms [12]. In the listen state, the device selects one social channel among 

three in 2.4 GHz as its listen channel and listen for the probe request frames on 

that selected social channel. This selection is fixed until the end of the discovery 

phase. However, the device can select a high interference channel in the listen 

state. This causes to increase the delay in the discovery phase. Another issue in 

the discovery phase is that the per-channel waiting time is not explicitly defined 

in the 802.11 standards. The large values assign to the channel waiting time 

cause to increase the scanning delay. Table 2.1 shows that the total delay of the 

standard and the persistent group formation procedures are mainly due to the 

delay in the discovery phase.
In the GO negotiation phase, the GO elects based on the IV. However, in 

the standard WD protocol, GO is dynamically assigned using a random value 

without considering the device capabilities.

2.2.2 High transmission delay

WD standard specifies a P2P architecture where the clients can communicate only 

through the GO. This implies that no two clients can directly communicate with 

each other. In the uplink, where the request-to-send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) 

mechanism is used to access the channel, each client sends its data to the GO 

using a P2P method, and acknowledgments are used to ensure successful packet 
delivery. In the downlink, the GO sends the data frames back to its clients. This

12
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implies that due to the P2P method, GO re-transmits the data frames to its 

clients in the downlink.
However, GO may retransmit the data frame to a client several times due to 

the poor channel conditions or due to the interference by other nearby devices. 
This retransmission will continue until the GO receives an acknowledgment frame 

or reaches to the maximum retry limit in the MAC layer. Therefore, when the 

number of nodes in the group increases, it causes to increase the retransmission 

time by the GO, and finally ends up with larger transmission delay for one data 

transmission cycle. However, this limits the number of nodes that can be directly 

communicated within the group.

2.2.3 Single point of failure of the group

In WD, devices are communicated by forming a group where GO facilitates the 

communication between its clients. If GO fails to manage the communication 

within the group, the entire group will tear down. This is called the single point 
of failure of the group. This happens either when GO fails due to power or when 

GO moves out of range of the group due to speed. Therefore, the group needs to 

be re-initiated in order to proceed further.
However, the re-initiation of the group is a lengthy process because devices 

either have to negotiate one of the clients as the GO or connect to available group 

by performing a Wi-Fi scan. This results in an additional delay which causes to 

increase the delay in WD packet delivery.

2.3 Simulator

In this section, we will discuss the architecture of the network simulator, OM- 

NeT++, and the INET framework.

2.3.1 OMNeT++

OMNeT++ is an open-source, event-driven network simulator which is based on 

the object-oriented programming language C++. It includes an integrated de
velopment and a graphical runtime environment [20]. We can utilize OMNeT++ 

with INET framework to build a realistic vehicular simulation environment.
Figure 2.4 shows the modular architecture of OMNeT++ [15]. The SIM 

is the simulation kernel and class library which connects with program simula
tion. The Envir is a library that consists of general code common to all the 

user interfaces. The Cmdenv, Tkenv and Qtenv are an Envir based libraries

13
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Figure 2.4: Architecture of OMNeT++.

that contain specific interface implementation. The simulation can be connected 

with Cmdenv and/or Tkenv. The model component library consists of simple 

module definition with C++ implementation, compound module types, channels, 
message types, networks and all other things that are connected with the model 
which presents in the simulation. The executing model mainly used for the sim
ulations. This model consists of objects that instantiated from model component 
library instance.

A compound module is a combination of simple modules that make the system 

model. The module implementation is done using C++ code. For example, a 

module can be a host, AP, switch, and router. The modules can communicate 

with each other by exchanging messages. A message contains arbitrary complex 

data structures. The message in OMNeT++ comes with .msg extension and 

represents a frame or a packet in the real-time network simulation. The modules 

can send messages either directly to their destination or by a direct connection 

between modules through input/output gates and connections. Note that the 

message can be arrived from another module or the same module which is called 

as self-message. The gate is the input and the output interface of the modules 

whereas each connection is created within a single level of module hierarchy.
The user describes the structure of the network simulation model in the .NED 

file using NEtwork Description (NED) language. The NED declares the include 

modules, their parameters, interconnections between modules and the network 

topology. We can assign the parameters in either the .NED files or the configu
ration file: omnetpp.ini, which customize module behavior and parameterize the 

model topology. The omnetpp.ini file includes settings that control the simulation
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execution and values of the model parameters.

2.3.2 INET framework

The INET framework is a modular component library in OMNeT-H- which pro
vides set of applications, agents, protocols and models [17]. It supports network 

protocol implementation such as IP version 4/6, transmission control protocol, 
and user datagram protocol. Also includes link layer models such as Point-to- 

Point links, Ethernet, 802.11 models and node mobility model such as wireless 

and mobile simulations. Moreover, INET supports power models such as energy 

generation, energy consumption, energy storage and routing protocols as well.
INET is an open source framework which also uses the same module concept 

as OMNeT++. In our simulation, we set up a wireless network using IEEE 802.11 

link which assembles with modules such as WirelessHost and RadioMedium.

2.4 Related works

The concept of WD protocol was introduced in [12] and they experimentally 

evaluated the delay associated with group formation procedures using the open 

source implementation of WD in Linux. [21] presents WD based application for 

real-time data transmission among wireless medical devices to transfer endoscope 

images to a remote terminal.
A comparison between DSRC and WD protocols are given in [9,10,22]. Out of 

them, [10] analyzes the performance of WD and DSRC over single-hop and multi
hop communication with the use of NS3. The authors evaluate the performance 

measurements such as throughput, end-to-end delay, and packet receiving/ loss 

ratios. They show that DSRC outperforms WD in VANETb. They claim, WD 

as an alternative communication technology for VANETs. In [9], the authors 

derive the transmission delay theoretically between DSRC and WD. They show 

that performance of the DSRC is superior since the re-transmission through the 

GO increases the transmission delay in WD. [22] analyzes the non-uniformly 

distributed back-off timer which based on the binomial distribution for DSRC 

and WD, and evaluates average throughput and collision probability. They show 

that binomial distribution in WD improves the network throughput. They also 

claim WD as a potential candidate for DSRC in VANETb.
It is obvious that DSRC is superior to WD in terms of performance due to 

having a dedicated spectrum allocation and a higher transmit power. Therefore, 
for safety critical applications, where reliability is paramount [1], WD may not
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be a suitable alternative.
WD has few drawbacks with large delays in packet delivery being the most 

critical one with respect to VANETs, and [9,13,14,23,24] have focused on al
leviating these issues. To this end, [13] addresses the drawback of large group 

formation time in WD by proposing a new group formation algorithm that re
duces the time taken for the discovery phase. In this scheme, the devices share 

their RSSI values and IV in the discovery phase. They experimentally evaluate 

the network throughput and group formation time. They show that the proposed 

algorithm reduces the group formation time while improves the network through
put. [23] proposes a listen channel randomization scheme to reduce the delay in 

the discovery phase. In this scheme, the device can switch between the three 

social channels in the listen phase to avoid the highly interfering channel when it 
waits for other device’s probe requests. They derive the discovery delay using a 

Markov chain-based model and claim a significant delay reduction compared to 

the legacy listen phase of WD.
In [14,24], the authors propose a backup group owner for reducing group 

failures in WD. In [24], the authors claim that backup GO will be the device 

which connects to the GO first. However, this is not a fair assignment in a 

VANET. One of the main issues associated with this method is that the backup 

GO can only capture the group failure, and reestablish the group after GO leaves. 
Therefore, in [14], the GO delegates the work to the backup GO before it leaves 

the group, and avoids the renegotiation which takes time. The author of [14], 
elects the backup GO based on the IV, and considering additional parameters 

such as time in P2P group and velocity of the node. This scheme modifies the 

group negotiation phase of the standard WD protocol.
In [9], the authors propose reducing the large transmission delay through a 

broadcasting mechanism instead of the P2P method, which eliminates acknowl
edgments and retransmissions on the downlink. This is similar to the method 

used in the IEEE 802.lip standard, where retransmissions are avoided [25], The 

authors in [9] present a theoretical analysis in terms of total delay, and validate 

their claim through numerical evaluations. This takes into consideration as the 

best scenario where there is no contention for the communication channel. They 

showed that the proposed method can achieve lower delay and facilitate a large 

number of devices to connect with the group compared to the standard WD pro
tocol. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no simulation study that 
covers larger transmission delay experienced in WD.
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Chapter 3

System Model

This chapter defines the proposed system model for enhancing the WD protocol 
for data communication in VANETs. Firstly, we present the topological model in 

the Section 3.1. Then, in Section 3.2, we model the wireless channel which suits 

for VANETs. Finally, the communication model is explained in Section 3.3. This 

system model will be used throughout the thesis for analysis and evaluation.

3.1 Topological model

The performance of the system model is influenced by the scenario topology. It 
is necessary to consider the parameters such as the type of the scenario, the 

vehicular density, and the speed of vehicles when selecting a suitable topological 
model. In [26-29], different vehicular environments are considered including the 

highways, urban, suburban and rural scenarios. In this thesis, we select a highway 

scenario with more realistic parameters as suggested in [30].
We consider a bidirectional highway scenario with 3 lanes in each direction, 

as shown in Figure 3.1. The total width of the road is 23 m and the two-way 

traffic lanes are separated by a median strip of 0.5 m. We assume that vehicles 

drive with speeds of 80 km/h, 100 km/h and 120 km/h in each lane (as shown in 

Figure 3.1), and vehicles do not change lanes. The spacing between vehicles in 

the same lane is set according to the 2-second rule.

3.2 Channel model

The vehicular channel modeling plays an important role in the performance eval
uation of V2V communication system [31]. The channel is modeled using two 

well-known models considering both large-scale and small-scale variation in the 

received signal. Subsection 3.2.1 explains the path loss model which describes 

the large-scale variation in the received signal. The fading model which describes 

the small-scale variation in the received signal is explained in Subsection 3.2.2.
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Figure 3.1: Highway scenario.

3.2.1 Path loss model

Path loss defines the variation of the received signal power with the separation 

distance between transmitter and receiver. According to the simplified path loss 

model with respect to a reference point £0, received signal power is given by

p«

where Pt is the transmit power, k is a constant depending on the antenna char
acteristics, x is the distance between transmitter and receiver and 7 is the path 

loss exponent. Based on the literature, it has been found that path loss ex
ponent is a function of the carrier frequency, type of scenario, obstructions, 
etc |26|. The range of the path loss exponent has been derived for different 
scenarios such as highways, urban, suburban and rural using experimental eval
uations [26,27,29,32,33]. Out of these, [26], [27], [32] show that the path loss 

exponent is lower than 2 in vehicular environments.
The highway scenario introduces significant signal attenuation and packet 

loss [34]. Therefore, we consider the signal attenuation when defining the path 

loss exponent. We use the Friis propagation model to capture path loss where 

7 = 2 [35]. Thus, the received signal power can be expressed as
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where Gt and Gr are the transmitter and the receiver antenna gains, respectively, 
A is the wavelength of the signal.

3.2.2 Fading model

The fading model is used to capture the effect of multi-path propagation of radio 

between the transmitter and the receiver. The small-scale fading can bewaves
modelled using Rician or Rayleigh or Nakagami fading. In several studies, the 

Nakagami fading model has been found to be a suitable model for VANETs [36— 

40]. However, the Nakagami fading model can be simply transformed into either 

Rician or Rayleigh fading model by changing the fading depth parameter.
In the Nakagami model, the probability density function (PDF) of the ampli

tude of the received signal is given by

2 mm exp(-gr2),r2 m—1f(r ■m,n) = r(m)Qm

where m is the fading depth parameter, D defines the average received power 

at a specific distance, and T(.) is the Gamma function. The m e {1,3}, where 

m = 1 considers as high fading condition whereas m = 3 considers as low fading 

condition.

3.3 Communication model

We focus on the communication in a WD group. WD information dissemination 

within a group occurs only through the GO after periodic one-hop beacon broad
cast by the GO. The key challenge related to this information dissemination is 

reducing the transmission delay. In our setup, the vehicles exchange informa
tion with data frames following the IEEE 802.11 standard. In the uplink, where 

the request-to-send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) mechanism is used to access the 

channel, each client sends its data to the GO using a P2P method, and acknowl
edgments are used to ensure successful packet delivery. In the downlink, the GO 

sends data frames back to its clients. We consider two communication models 

that differ from each other with respect to this downlink communication in the 

next subsections.
The performance measures are obtained considering one data transmission 

cycle. The data transmission cycle begins when the clients start to send data
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(b)

data frames to the GO (b)Figure 3.2: P2P model: (a) uplink where clients send its 
downlink where GO forwards the received clients data frames and (c) downlink where
GO sends its own data frame to the clients.

frames to the GO on the uplink, and terminates after the GO finishes sending 

the data frames to its clients on the downlink.

3.3.1 Peer-to-Peer model

In the first model, the downlink communication based on a P2P method similar 

to the one used on the uplink. We call this the P2P model, and this methodology 

is currently being used in the standard WD protocol. According to this model, 
for a WD group of size n, n — 1 clients send data frames to the GO on the uplink. 
In the downlink, GO forwards each data frame received from the clients to the 

remaining n — 2 clients, and follows up by sending the data frame of the GO to 

the n— 1 clients. This means, there are (n-1) packet transmissions on the uplink 

and (n — l)2 packet transmissions on the downlink.
Figure 3.2 shows the information dissemination in the P2P model for a group 

size of 3 which is containing two clients and the GO. Here, every data frame is 

acknowledged in both uplink and downlink. If not acknowledged the sender, re
transmits the data frame until it receives the acknowledgment. In the downlink, 
the GO switches at least four times between the two clients to send the data 

frames.

Group owner broadcasting model

In the second model, the downlink communication based on a broadcast method, 
and we call this the group owner broadcasting (GOB) model. In this model, the 

GO aggregates the received data frames from the clients and the data frame of 

the GO into a single data frame, and broadcasts it to the n — 1 clients. Note

3.3.2
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Figure 3.3: The information dissemination in the GOB model for the group size of n.

that acknowledgments are not used in this model to ensure successful reception 

of the broadcast packets on the downlink. Figure 3.3 shows the frame exchange 

sequences for information dissemination in the GOB model considering the group 

size of n.
Figure 3.4 shows the information dissemination in the GOB model for a group 

size of 3 which is containing two clients and the GO. Here, the uplink communi
cation supports the P2P method whereas the downlink communication uses the 

broadcasting method. In the downlink, the GO aggregates all the data including 

its own data and all the received client’s data into a single frame and broadcasts 

it to all clients.
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Figure 3.4: GOB model: (a) uplink where clients send its data frames to the GO (b) 
downlink where GO aggregates all the data into a single frame and broadcasts to the 
clients.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented the system model which evaluate the perfor
mance of communication. We have used a bidirectional highway scenario as the 

topological model. We have established the channel model using two well-known 

models. Firstly, we have used the Friis propagation model to capture path loss. 
Secondly, we have used the Nakagami fading model to capture the effect of multi- 

path propagation. Also, we have explained the P2P model and the GOB model, 
which will be analyzed in the next chapters.
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Chapter 4

Theoretical Analysis of Performance Measures

In this chapter, we derive analytical expressions for the average total delay and the 

average energy consumption of the GO, considering both communication models. 
The analysis in this section is general, and in fact, it can be applied/extended to 

any ad-hoc network that utilizes WD for communication among groups. We note 

that the power budget may not be a critical constraint to a VANET. However, 
the derived results on energy consumption will be useful to many WD based ad- 

hoc networks. We will start the analysis by focusing on the average total delay 

in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we present the average energy consumption of the 

GO.

4.1 Average total delay

Firstly, we consider the behavior of a single station with a bidirectional discrete 

time Markov process {&($), s(t)}. Where b(t) be the stochastic process represent
ing the backoff time counter and s(t) be the stochastic process representing the 

backoff stage for a given station at time slot t [41].
Let

i-%+1 (4.1)pT = tyo,o)

be the probability that a station transmits a packet in a randomly chosen time 

slot, and

-Pc

PC = 1 (1 Pr_1)

be the collision probability. Where n is the number of stations, 2 is the station 

short retry count (SSRC), b(o,o) is the stationary distribution probability of the 

Markov chain at (0,0) state. The Equations 4.1 and 4.2 represent a nonlinear 

system which can be solved using numerical methods to obtain both pT and pc- 

Secondly, we consider the uplink, where each station transmits the data frames 

to the GO. Although the RTS/CTS mechanism is used to access the channel, there

(4.2)
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can still be collisions among the stations due to hidden nodes and exposed nodes. 
Considering this fact, we obtain an expression for the average frame delay Tx>, 
assuming that the frame drop probability is negligible since acknowledgments are 

used on the uplink. To this end, we can express

Td = yTh

where y is the average number of time slots required to successfully transmit a 

new frame, and Tjr, is the average length of a time slot which a station needs to 

detect the transmission of a data frame. To this end, we have

_ (1 - 2pc)(w + 1) + pcw[ 1 - (2pc)z]
V~ 2(l-2pc)(l-pc)

and
Tl = (1 - Plr)TE + PtrPsTs + Ptr( 1 — Ps)Tc,

where w is the contention window, ptr is the probability that at least one trans
mission occurs in the time slot of interest, Te is the average duration of an empty 

slot and ps is the conditional probability that a station achieves successful trans
mission given that the remaining n — 1 stations remain silent [41]. Moreover, Ts 

is the average successful transmission time and Tc is the average collision time. 
Since all stations use the RTS/CTS access mechanism followed up by transmit
ting data, and an acknowledgment to confirm reception, ptr, ps, Ts and Tc can 

be written as

Ptr = I” (1 -Pr)",

n—1npt{l-pt)
Ps = 1-(1-Pt)n

Ts = Trts + Tcts + Teat a + Tack + DIFS + 3 {SIFS) + 4(6), (4.3)

and
Tc = Tuts + DIFS + 5,

where DIFS is the DCF inter-frame space, SIFS is the short inter-frame space, 
6 is the per packet propagation delay, T;, i € {RTS, CTS, DATA, ACI<}, is the 

average time taken to transmit packet i, and given by T; = Size(i)/R, where
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Size(z) is the size of packet i and R is the average rate.
Finally, we formally present an expression for the average total delay of one 

data transmission cycle through the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. For a WD group of size n, the average total delay of a data 

transmission cycle is given by

Tp2p = (Ts + Td){ti — 1) 4- Ts(n — 1)“

for the P2P model, and by

Tgob = (Ts + To)(n — 1) + DIFS -b tiTdata + S

for the GOB model.

Proof. The uplink is common for both models. In the uplink, (n — 1) clients 

send data frames to the GO, and due to contention and backoff, each client on 

the average takes Ts + To time to successfully transmit a data frame to the GO. 
Therefore, the average time taken for uplink data transmission is (Ts+To)(n—1).

When considering the downlink of the P2P model, the GO transmits the 

received {n - 1) data frames from the clients to the remaining (n — 2) clients, 
and then transmits the GO data frame to all the (n — 1) clients using the P2P 

method. This means, the GO does (n — l)2 transmissions, each taking Ts on the 

average, and Ts(n - l)2 on the average in total.
When considering the downlink of the GOB model, the GO waits for a DIFS 

interval, and broadcasts the aggregated data frame. Therefore, the average time 

taken for the downlink data transmission is DIFS+uTdata+S, which completes 

the proof.

From Theorem 4.1, it is seen that the average total delay has a quadratic 

relationship with n in the P2P model, and a linear relationship in the GOB 

model. Also, we can show that the time taken for the P2P model is greater than 

the time taken for the GOB model, on the average, which we present through the 

following corollary.

□

Corollary 4.1. Forn > 2, Tp2p > Tgob•

Proof From Equation 4.3,

Ts > To at a + DIFS + 5.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Uplink and (b) downlink frames exchanged inside the group in the 
standard WD protocol.

Since (n — l)2 > n for n > 2, then

(n - l)2Ts > n(TDATA + DIFS + 6), 

> tiTdata + DIFS 4- 5s

which completes the proof.

Having obtained an expression for the average total delay, we will look into 

the energy consumed at the GO, which is an important performance measure in 

an ad-hoc network, in the next section.

□

4.2 Average energy consumption

A station consumes energy to transmit and receive data frames, to sense the 

channel, and to switch from being a transmitter to a receiver or vice versa. Let, 
Ptx > Prx and Psw denote the power consumption at the transmitter, power 

consumption at the receiver and power consumption for switching, respectively. 
With these notations, we first obtain expressions for the average energy consumed
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on the uplink and the downlink of the P2P model.

Lemma 4.1. Let ts be the switching interval. In the P2P model, the average 

energy consumption of the GO is

Eul — TjitsPrx + TqtsPtx + TdataPrx + TackPtx + AtsPsw + TdPrx

on the uplink, and

Edl = TrtsPtx + TqtsPrx + TdataPtx + TackPrx + 4 tsPsw

on the downlink.

Proof. According to the Figure 4.1 (a), in the uplink, the GO receives RTS and 

DATA frames, transmits CTS and ACK frames, and switches four times between 

being a transmitter and a receiver. This gives us jEul, where the +TdPrx term 

accounts for the contention.
According to the Figure 4.1 (b), in the downlink, the GO receives CTS and 

ACK frames, transmits RTS and DATA frames, and switches four times between 

being a transmitter and a receiver, which gives us Edl-

Using the expressions in the above lemma, and considering both communica
tion models, we formally present expressions for the average energy consumption 

of the GO through the following theorem. Proof can be obtained following the 

similar arguments to the ones made in the proof of Theorem 4.1.

□

Theorem 4.2. For a WD group of size n, the average energy consumption of the 

GO for a data transmission cycle is given by

Ep2P = (n — 1 )Eul + (n — l)2 Edl

for the P2P model, and by

Egob = (n- 1 )Eul + kTdataPtx

for the GOB model.

Proof. The uplink is common for both models. In the uplink, (n — 1) clients send 

data frames to the GO. From Lemma 1, GO on the average consumes EUL energy 

to successfully receive a data frame from the client. Therefore, the average energy 

consumption of the GO for uplink data transmission is EUL{n - 1).
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We first consider the downlink of the P2P model. GO transmits the received 

(n — 1) data frames from the clients to the remaining (n — 2) clients, and then 

transmits the GO data frame to all the (n — 1) clients using the P2P method. 
This means, the GO does (n — l)2 transmissions, each consuming Eql on the 

average from Lemma 1, and EDL(n - l)2 on the average in total.
When considering the downlink of the GOB model, the GO broadcasts the 

aggregated data frame. Therefore, the average energy consumption of the GO for 
the downlink data transmission is tiTdataPtx, which completes the proof. □

It can be seen that similar to the total delay, from Theorem 4.2, the average 

energy consumption of the GO has a quadratic relationship with n in the P2P 

model, and a linear relationship in the GOB model. Also, we can show that 
Egob is always lower than Ep2p on the average. This result is formally presented 

through the following corollary.

Corollary 4.2. For n > 2, Ep2p > Eqob•

Proof. From Lemma 4.1,

Edl > TdataPtx•

Since (n — l)2 > n for n > 2, then

(n — 1 )2Edl > tETdataPtxi

which completes the proof. □
4.3 Summary

Having established the system model in the previous chapter, we now analyzed the 

performance measures theoretically only considering the communication model in 

Section 3.3. In this chapter, we have derived the average total delay and average 

energy consumption of the GO for one data transmission cycle considering both 

communication models.
We have obtained the average total delay considering backoff and contention 

for the communication channel. We have guaranteed that time taken for the GOB 

model is always less than the time taken for the P2P model. We have shown that 
energy consumption of the GO in the GOB model is always less than the P2P 

model.
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Chapter 5

Simulation Environment and Setup

The theoretical analysis in the previous chapter was done only considering the 

communication model in Section 3.3. In this chapter, we focus on simulations, so 

that we can see the effects of the topology and the channel on performance. We 

will first look at the simulation environment in Section 5.1. Next, we present the 

simulation setup in Section 5.2.

5.1 Simulation environment

In this section, we discuss the setting up of the simulation environment using the 

INET framework of OMNeT++ [17]. Firstly, we assign the initial position and 

the mobility of the vehicular nodes in the omnetpp.ini configuration file according 

to the topological model. Then, we modify the Ieee8021lScalarRadioMedium 

module to implement the path loss and the fading models. Finally, we modify 

the Ieee80211MgmtSTAWifiDirect module [16] in the management layer to set 
up the two communication models in the Section 3.3.

We summarize the algorithm implementation in setting up the the communi
cation models in Algorithm 1. The GO periodically sends beacons for information 

dissemination within the group. When clients receive the beacon, they start to 

send data frames to the GO. When the GO receives a data frame successfully, 
it checks whether the received data frame is from a client in its group, based 

on clientList. If not, the GO neglects the received data frame. If the frame is 

of relevance, it is decapsulated and sent to the upper layer while a copy of the 

received data frame is stored in the dataQueue. The GO keeps track on whether 

every client in the group has sent data frames to the GO or not. On successful 
reception of data frames from all clients, the Timer is canceled, and the GO 

initiates the data transmission on the downlink. The downlink data transmission 

will initiate when the Timer reaches the GOTimeout as well. A timeout is used 

to address the case of clients not receiving a beacon.
In the downlink of the P2P model, the GO forwards each frame in dataQueue
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Algorithm 1 Data communication Algorithm for GO 

1: n <— Size of the WD group 
2: clientList List of clients 
3: dataQueue f- Queue of client’s data frames 
4: GOTimeout 4— Timeout for the GO 
5: Top:
6: Send beacons 
7: Timer <— 0 
8: Start Timer 
9: Uplink:

10: if successful data frame reception then
if tx address of data frame in clientList then 

Store data frame in dataQueue 
if size of dataQueue = size of clientList then 

Cancel Timer 
goto Downlink. 

if Timer = GOTimeout then 
goto Downlink.

11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

16:
17:
18: else

Delete the received data frame19:
20: Downlink:
21: if P2P model then 

i 4— 0
while i < size of clientList do

Get ith data frame from the dataQueue 
for each client j in clientList do

if ith frame Tx address ^ jth address then 
Set frame Rx address to jth address 
Send data frame

22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

i <— i + 1
for each client j in clientList do

Set frame Rx address to jth address 
Send data frame 

goto Top.
34: if GOB model then

Create a data frame and set frame body 
Aggregate data frames stored in dataQueue 
Set frame Rx address to broadcast 
Send data frame 
goto Top.

29:
30:
31:
32:
33:

35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
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Figure 5.1: 802.11 LAN module in INET framework of OMNeT-f-K

to each client in clientList, sequentially. Then, the GO transmits the GO’s data 

frame to each client in clientList, sequentially. In the downlink of the GOB model, 
the GO aggregates all data frames stored in dataQueue and its own data into one 

data frame, and broadcasts the frame.

5.2 Simulation setup

The simulation setup is configured according to the system model presented in 

Chapter 3. Firstly, we discuss the network configuration of the simulation setup 

in Subsection 5.2.1. Then, we present the channel model and device configuration 

in the Subsection 5.2.2 and Subsection 5.2.3 respectively.

5.2.1 Network configuration

A wireless 802.11 standard local area network (LAN) is used as network architec
ture for the simulation. Figure 5.1 shows 802.11 LAN module in INET framework 

of OMNeT+-h It mainly consists of radio medium and wireless hosts modules. 
The radio medium represents the vehicular channel model which will be briefly 

explained in Subsection 5.2.2 and also the host represents a vehicular node in 

VANETs which will be explained in Subsection 5.2.3.
Table 5.1 presents the main network configuration values for simulation setup 

in OMNeT-H-. The WD protocol is based on the IEEE 802.11b standard, i.e., 
data rate of 6 Mbps, and a frequency of 2.4 GHz. The GO transmits bea

cons periodically at a rate of 5 packets per second. The transmit power is 2
a
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Table 5.1: System parameters for WD.

ValueParameters
2.4 GHzFrequency
6 MbpsData rate

40 BytesPacket size
5 packets per secondBeacon generation rate

2 mWTransmitter power
BPSKModulation

Friis propagation modelPath loss model
Nakagami m € {1,3 }Fading model

-85 dBmMinimum reception power
-110 dBmNoise power

Table 5.2: MAC configuration values for WD.

ValueParameters
DIFS 50 ps
SIFS 10 ps
RTS 20 bytes
CTS 14 bytes

14 bytesACK
40 bytesData

mW, and the state-based energy consumed module, which is implemented in the 

INET framework, is used to determine the energy consumption over time. In the 

simulated highway scenario, all vehicular nodes are configured according to the 

linear mobility model, which is also inbuilt in the INET framework. The maxi
mum communication range is observed to be 250 m. We have set the path loss 

exponent as 2 [26]. The fading intensity in the Nakagami model is set to 1 or 3 

to consider low and high fading environments in the simulations. The minimum 

reception power and background noise power of the receiver are configured to be 

-85 dBm and -110 dBm, respectively, at the physical (PHY) layer. More details 

about the vehicular node is discussed in Subsection 5.2.3.
MAC layer deploys carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CS- 

MA/CA) for every vehicular node in the group except for the broadcast frame. 
Table 5.2 presents the MAC configuration parameters of the WD protocol. With 

respect to the MAC layer, we set DIFS, SIFS as 50 ps and 10 /zs, respectively.
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The size of packets is set as follows: RTS = 20 bytes, CTS = 14 bytes, DATA 

= 40 bytes, and ACK = 14 bytes. Note that the maximum transmission unit 
(MTU) for IEEE 802.11 standard is 2300 bytes. This means, data intended for 
around 50 clients can be aggregated into the broadcast packet without any major 

issues.

5.2.2 Channel modeling

RadioMedium

path Losspropagation

background Noise

Figure 5.2: Channel model for WD in INET framwork of OMNeT-j--K

The channel is configured according to the channel model described in Sec
tion 3.2 where Figure 5.2 shows the vehicular channel model in the simulation 

setup. It basically includes path loss model, fading model, propagation model, 
and background noise model. Figure 5.3 shows the configuration parameters of 

the channel model in the INET framework.
We use Friis propagation model to capture path loss and Nakagami fading 

model to capture multipath fading. In addition, the constant speed propaga
tion is used to design the propagation model which computes the propagation 

time as the ratio between the traveled distance over the propagation speed. The 

background noise model accounts the thermal noise and other fluctuations of the 

electromagnetic field. Both background noise power and minimum interference 

power are configured to -110 dBm.

5.2.3 Device configuration

A device which is a wireless host module can configure as a station, access point 
(AP) or ad-hoc node in INET framework of OMNeT-H-, We use the implemen-
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module Ieee80211RadioMedium extends RadioMedium
{

parameters:
propagationType = default (" ConstantSpeedPropagation " ) ; 
pathLossType = default (" FreeSpacePathLoss”) ; 
fadingType = default ("NakagamiFading" ) ; 
backgroundNoise.power = default ( —llOdBm); 
mediumLimitCache.carrierFrequency = default(2.4GHz) ; 
mediumLimitCache.minReceptionPower = defau11(—85dBm) ; 
mediumLimitCache.minlnterferencePower = default ( —llOdBm);

}

Figure 5.3: Configuration parameters of the channel model in the INET framework of
OMNeT++.

tat ion of the station as the wireless host which configures to the IEEE 802.11 

infrastructure mode. In this subsection, we explain the network interface card 

(NIC) module, mobility module and the energy consumption module of a vehic
ular node.

5.2.3.1 IEEE 802.11 NIC module

Figure 5.4 shows the IEEE 802.11 NIC which consists of four layers: agent, 
management, MAC, and radio layer. The classifier is the module that is used to 

calculate quality of service (QoS) parameters. The IEEE8021lAgentSTA module 

is used as the agent layer which allows the user to control the behaviour of 

a station in the network. The agent layer controls the channel scanning, the 

authentication, and the association by sending commands to the management 
layer. The agent layer configuration parameters as shown in Figure 5.5, are set 
as follows: probe request delay = 0.1 s, minimum time for scanning the each 

channel = 0.15 s, maximum time for scanning the each channel = 0.3 s, timeout 
for the authentication and association procedure = 5 s.

The management layer performs the commands which are received from the 

agent layer, by exchanging beacons, probe request/ response, authentication, 
and association frames with MAC layer and reports the results back to the 

agent layer. Moreover, the management layer performs encapsulation when send
ing the data frames through the channel and decapsulation when sending the 

data frames to the upper (agent) layer. The management layer can configure 

as IEEE8021 lMgmtAP, IEEE802UMgmtAdhoc, IEEE802UMgmtSTA modules 

where the host acts as AP, ad-hoc node or station respectively. Here, the man
agement layer is implemented using the IEEE80211MgmtSTAWifiDirect module
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Figure 5.4: IEEE 802.11 NIC layered architecture in INET framework of OMNeT-b-F.

by extending the IEEE80211MgmtSTA module [16]. This module implements the 

WD group formation phases such as scan, discovery, negotiation and the authen
tication phase. Note that, we modify the IEEE8021 lMgmtSTAWifiDirect module 

to set up the two communication models in the Section 3.3. The management 
layer configuration parameters as shown in Figure 5.6, are set as follows: the 

number of frames exchange in the authentication process = 4, whether the host 
supports WD or not, and whether the host configures as the GO or the client.

The IEEE 802.11 MAC layer performs the transmission of data/management 
frames received from upper layer based on the CSMA/CA protocol to access the 

channel. The MAC layer configuration parameters as shown in Figure 5.7, are 

set as follows: maximum queue size = 14, retry limit = 7, minimum contention 

window for data = 7, and minimum contention window for broadcast frame =
31.

The radio layer is a part of the IEEE 802.11 PHY layer model which exchanges 

the messages between MAC layer and radio interface. The radio layer is capable 

of transmitting and receiving the signals through the channel. It contains antenna
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**.wlan[*].agent.activeScan = true 
**.wlan[*].agent.default_ssid =
**.wlan[*].agent.channelsToScan =
**.wlan[*].agent.probeDelay = 0.1s 
**•wlan[*].agent.minChannelTime = 0.15s 
**.wlan[*j.agent.maxChannelTime = 0.3s 
**.wlan[*].agent.authenticationTimeout = 5s 
**.wlan[*].agent.associationTimeout = 5s

fl !(

II II

Figure 5.5: Configuration parameters of the agent layer on IEEE 802.11 NIC in the 
INET framework of OMNeT-f+.

* *. host [ * ] . wlan [ * ] . mgmt. numAuthSteps=4

**.host [0] . wlan [0] . mgmt. WiFiDirectUsed=true
**.host [0] . wlan [0 j . mgmt. WiFiDirectGO=true
**.host [0] . wlan [0]. mgmt. strGroup=" Wifi Direct Group”

**.host [ * ] . wlan [ 1 ] . mgmt. WiFiDirectUsed=true
**.host- [ * j . wlan [ 1 ] . mgmt. WiFiDirectGO=false
**.host [* j. wlan j 1 j . mgmt. strGroup=" Wifi Direct Group”

Figure 5.6: Configuration parameters of the management layer on IEEE 802.11 NIC in 
the INET framework of OMNeT++.

**.mac.address = "auto"
**.mac.maxQueueSize = 14
**.mac.rtsThresholdBytes = 3000B
**.wlan[*].mac.retryLimit = 7
**.wlan[*].mac.cwMinData = 7
**.wlan[*j.mac.cwMinBroadcast = 31

Figure 5.7: Configuration parameters of the MAC layer on IEEE 802.11 NIC in the 
INET framework of OMNeT-h+.

**.wlan[*].radio.transmitter.power = 2mW
**.wlan[*j.radio.transmitter.bitrate = 6Mbps
**.wlan[*j.radio.transmitter.headerBitLength = 100b
**.wlan[*].radio.transmitter.carrierFrequency = 2.4GHz
**.wlan[*j.radio.transmitter.bandwidth = 20MHz
**.wlan[*].radio.receiver.sensitivity = -85dBm
**.wlan[*j.radio.receiver.sinrThreshold = 4dB

Figure 5.8: Configuration parameters of the radio layer on IEEE 802.11 NIC in the 
INET framework of OMNeT+-K
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**. host [ * ]. mobilityType = " LinearMobility "
**.host[*].mobility.updatelnterval = 10ms 
**.host[*].mobility.leaveMovementTrail = true

**•host[*].mobility.initialX = 101.875m 
**•host[*j.mobility.initialY = 1000m 
**.host[*j.mobility.initialZ = 0m

**.host[*].mobility.speed = 22.2222mps 
**.host[*].mobility.angle = 270deg 
**.host[*].mobility.acceleration = 0

Figure 5.9: Configuration parameters of the mobility module in the INET framework 
of OMNeT++.

model, transmitter model, receiver model and energy consumed model. The radio 

layer configuration parameters as shown in Figure 5.8, are set as follows: transmit 
power = 2 mW, bit rate = 6 Mbps, header bit length = 100 bits, carrier frequency 

= 2.4 GHz, bandwidth = 20 MHz, receiver sensitivity = -85 dBm, and signal-to- 

interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) threshold = 4 dB.

5.2.3.2 Mobility module

The mobility of the nodes are configured according to the topological model 
explained in Section 3.1. All vehicular nodes are configured according to the 

linear mobility module, which is inbuilt in the INET framework [17] where we 

configure parameters such as speed, angle and acceleration of vehicular nodes 

in the omnetpp.ini file. Figure 5.9 shows the configuration parameters of the 

mobility module in the omnetpp.ini file. The initial positions of the nodes are 

given by considering both node velocity and the 2-second rule spacing between 

the nodes.

5.2.3.3 Energy consumed module

The energy consumption of the vehicular node over time when transmitting or 

receiving signal configures using the state based energy consumed module imple
mented in INET framework [17] of OMNeT-F-h Figure 5.10 shows the configu
ration parameters of the energy consumed module in the omnetpp.ini file. We 

configure the power consumption at the transmitter, power consumption at the 

receiver and power consumption for switching, to 0.1 W, 0.01 W and 0.001 W 

respectively.

can
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*. host *. wlan [ 0 ]. radio . energyConsumerType =
StateBasedEnergy Consumer"

*.host *.wlan[0].radio.energyConsumer.offPowerConsumption 
*.host *.wlan[0].radio.energyConsumer.sleepPowerConsumption 
*. host *. wlan [ 0 ]. radio . energyConsumer . switchingPowerConsumption 

mW
*. host *. wlan [ 0 ]. radio . energyConsumer .

receiverReceivingPowerConsumption = lOmW 
*. host *. wlan [ 0 ] . radio . energyConsumer . <-»

transmitterTransmittingPowerConsumption = lOOmW

= OmW 
= lmW

= 1^

Figure 5.10: Configuration parameters of the energy consumed module in the INET 
framework of OMNeT++.

5.2.3.4 Timeout for GO to initiate data transmission

One of the main concerns associated with the wireless communication is beacon 

loss, i.e., a client of the group will not receive the beacon from the GO, and hence 

will not send the data frame to the GO. This causes the GO to not transmit the 

received data frames on the downlink until the next beacon timeout. To address 

this issue, a timeout for GO is introduced to initiate transmitting data on the 

downlink. This allows the GO to wait sufficient time until every client of its group 

sends data frames to the GO.
For a given group size, the GO timeout value given in the algorithm is set 

equal to the average delay on the uplink. The average delay on the uplink is found 

through prior simulations. To this end, average delay on the uplink is simulated 

for different values of n, and they are fitted using the goodness of fit as shown in 

Figure 5.11. The line of best fit is then used to set the GO timeout for any given 

n. An alternate theoretical approach similar to the one taken in Chapter 4 can 

be used to set this timeout value as well. We note that the simulation has only 

been set up for a basic highway scenario. Further improvements can be made 

using a traffic simulator like SUMO to provide additional evaluations such as the 

performance in urban scenarios.

5.3 Performance evaluation

In the simulation, the performance evaluation is obtained by considering the 

following performance measures:

1. Average total delay.

2. Average energy consumption of the GO.
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Figure 5.11: Average delay on the uplink with respect to the number of vehicles in a 
group.

3. Average packet loss ratio (PLR).

4. Average packet reception ratio (PRR).

The performance measures such as average total delay, average energy con
sumption of the GO and average PLR are evaluated and compared for the P2P 

and the GOB models. The average PRR is used to evaluate the reliability of 

the GOB model. These measures are obtained considering one data transmission 

cycle. The data transmission cycle begins when the clients start to send data 

frames to the GO on the uplink, and terminates after the GO finishes sending 

the data frames to its clients on the downlink.
The average total delay is the average transmission time to exchange the data 

frames within the group for one data transmission cycle. The average total delay 

for a given number of vehicles is obtained after all the vehicles have joined the 

group as the clients. Hence, the group formation delay is negligibly small.
The GO consumes energy to transmit and receive data frames, to sense the 

channel, and to switch from being a transmitter to a receiver or vice versa. The 

average energy consumption of the GO is obtained for one data transmission 

cycle, similar to the average total delay.
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The average PLR is the percentage of lost data packets over one data trans
mission cycle. Note that packet loss is still possible due to the failure of recep
tion the beacons in the P2P model and also due to the failure of receiving the 

broadcast frame in the GOB model. Therefore, the average PLR is calculated 

considering the losses of beacon and broadcast frames within a group for one data 

transmission cycle.
We use the average PRR to evaluate the reliability of the GOB model. The 

PRR is the percentage of clients successfully receiving the broadcast frame, 
the downlink. To study the effect further, we consider a test scenario where 

there are two groups on the highway, moving in the same direction such that the 

second group is following the first group. Each group is communicating according 

to the GOB model, and hence, there will be inter group interference. The idea 

is to evaluate how this interference affects the broadcast communication. We 

consider the GOs to be at the center of each group, and we only consider the 

PRR of the clients who are located in between the two GOs, as they are more 

prone to interference. We simulate the test scenario for the beacon generation 

rate of 5 packets per second and 10 packets per second under different fading 

intensities. There is no synchronization between the two GOs, and hence, there 

will be interference in general.
Having obtained the performance measures to compare the performance of 

the two communication models, we will look into the results in the next chapter.

on

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have discussed the algorithm implementation and the sim
ulation setup on OMNeT++. We have extended the WD implementation in 

the INET framework of OMNeT++ [16] to suit our requirement. In particular, 
have modified the Ieee8021 lMgmtSTAWifiDirect module in the management 

layer to set up the two communication models and Ieee8021lScalarRadioMedium 

module to implement the channel model. We have provided the simulation setup 

based on the system model which is described in the Chapter 3. Also, we have 

presented the performance measures to evaluate both communication models.

we
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Chapter 6

Results and Discussion

In this Chapter, we present simulation results for validation of proposed tech
nique and the derived theoretical results, and to draw further insights. Averaging 

is done over 100 independent instances. In the figures, P2P-T and GOB-T rep
resent the results obtained from the theoretical analysis, and P2P-S and GOB-S 

represent the simulation results, of the two communication models. Nak-m repre
sents Nakagami fading with fading depth parameter m. Since our main objective 

is improving the performance of WD, a comparison with DSRC is not provided. 
The performance of DSRC will be definitely superior to WD due to the dedicated 

spectrum allocation and the higher transmit power. A comparison between the 

two technologies in terms of performance can be found in [10].

6.1 Average total delay

Although WD may not be best suited for safety critical applications, we focus 

where the average delay is less than 100 ms, which is the maximumon cases
tolerable delay for a safety critical application [42].

Figure 6.1 shows how the average total delay theoretically changes with the 

number of vehicles in a group. We can observe that the theoretical results ob
tained in our work take a much larger average total delay for one data transmission 

cycle compared to the previous work in [9]. This is because contention for the 

channel is also considered in the analysis unlike [9]. We can also observe that the 

average total delay increases more rapidly with the number of vehicles in the P2P 

model compared to the GOB model. Furthermore, when comparing the average 

total delay for both models at n = 15, it can be seen that the theoretical results 

obtained in our work take around 59 ms and 20 ms for the P2P model and the
GOB model respectively, whereas around 41 ms and 4 ms with the previous work 

in [9]. Therefore, the theoretical analysis in our work shows a much larger total 
delay for one data transmission cycle for both communication models compared 

to the previous work in [9].
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Figure 6.1: The theoretical analysis of average delay with respect to the number of 
vehicles in a group.
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Figure 6.2: The behaviour of average delay with respect to the number of vehicles in a 
group for P2P model considering channel and topological models.
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Figure 6.3: The behaviour of average delay with respect to the number of vehicles in a 
group for GOB model considering channel and topological models.

Figure 6.2 presents how the average total delay in the P2P model, changes 

with the number of vehicles in a group when channel and topological models are 

considered. We can observe that there is a gap between the theoretical and the 

simulation results. This is because both channel and topological models are also 

considered in the simulation study, unlike the theoretical analysis. We can also 

observe that the simulation results take a much larger average total delay for one 

data transmission cycle in the P2P model compared to the theoretical results. 
This is because the timeout is also considered in the simulation study unlike the 

theoretical analysis. Moreover, the average total delay shows comparatively small 
variation under different fading intensities. Furthermore, when comparing the 

average total delay for P2P models at n = 15, it can be seen that the simulation 

results obtain around 130 ms and 110 ms for the high and low fading intensities 

respectively, whereas around 59 ms with the theoretical results. Therefore, the 

simulation results show the effect of both path loss and fading, as well as the 

topology of the network, on average total delay for one data transmission cycle in 

the P2P model compared to the theoretical insults.
Figure 6.3 presents how the average total delay in the GOB model, changes 

with the number of vehicles in a group. We can observe that there is a gap be-
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tween the theoretical and the simulation results which tends to decrease with the 

increase of the number of vehicles. This is because both channel and topological 
modes are also considered in the simulation study, unlike the theoretical analysis. 
We can also observe that the theoretical results take a much larger average total 
delay for one data transmission cycle in the P2P model compared to the simu
lation results. This is because the timeout is also considered in the simulation 

study, unlike the theoretical analysis. Moreover, the average total delay shows 

comparatively small variation under different fading intensities. Furthermore, 
when comparing the average total delay for GOB models at n = 15, it can be 

seen that the simulation results obtain around 13 ms and 10 ms for the high and 

low fading intensities respectively, whereas around 20 ms with the theoretical 
results. Therefore, the simulation results show the effect of both path loss and 

fading, as well as the topology of the network, on average total delay for one data 

transmission cycle in the GOB model compared to the theoretical results.
Figure 6.4 presents how the average total delay changes with the number of 

vehicles in a group, considering fading intensities 1 and 3. We can observe that 
the P2P model takes a significantly larger average total delay for one data trans
mission cycle compared to the GOB model. We can also observe that the average 

total delay increases more rapidly with the number of vehicles in the P2P model 
compared to the GOB model. Note that, 50 is the maximum number of vehicles 

that can directly communicate with the GO according to the selected radio range 

and the 2-second spacing between vehicles. The average total delay shows com
paratively small variation under different fading intensities. Furthermore, when 

comparing with previous work in [9] (as shown in Figure 6.1), it can be seen that 
the theoretical results are more closer to the simulated scenario. The existing gap 

between the theoretical and the simulation results can be further reduced by fine 

tuning the timeout value. Therefore, the P2P model takes a much larger average 

total delay for one data transmission cycle compai'ed to the GOB model.

6.2 Average energy consumption of the group owner

The average energy consumption of the GO with respect to the number of vehicles 

in a group for different fading intensities is presented in Figure 6.5. The behavior 

of the Figure 6.5 (a) is also similar to the one observed in Figure 6.2, and the 

for the behavior is similar as well. In Figure 6.5 (b), we can observe thatreasons
the simulation results take a much larger average energy consumption of the GO 

for one data transmission cycle in the GOB model compared to the theoretical
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(a) Numerical evaluation of the theoretical result
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Figure 6.4: The behaviour of average delay with respect to the number of vehicles in a 
group for P2P and GOB models.
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Figure 6.5: The behaviour of average energy consumption of the GO with respect to 
the number of vehicles in a group for both communication models.
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results. This is because GO switches from being a transmitter to a receiver or 
vice versa during the contention for the channel in the simulation as well as listen 

on the channel.
As illustrated in Figure 6.5, the average energy consumption of the GO in

creases more rapidly with the number of vehicles in the P2P model than the 

GOB model. Again, similar observations continue to hold for both communi
cation models. Moreover, when comparing the average energy consumption of 

the GO for P2P models at 15, it can be seen that the simulation results 

obtain 3.13 mJ and 2.93 mJ for the high and low fading intensities respectively, 
whereas around 2 mJ with the theoretical results. Furthermore, when comparing 

the average energy consumption of the GO for GOB models at n = 15, it can 

be seen that the simulation results obtain 0.47 mJ and 0.45 mJ for the high and 

low fading intensities respectively, whereas around 0.3 mJ with the theoretical 
results. Therefore, the P2P model consumes a much larger average energy of the 

GO for one data transmission cycle compared to the GOB model.

n =

6.3 Average packet loss ratio

The average PLR is obtained from the simulation study for the simulated highway 

scenario. Firstly, we consider the average received signed power of the broadcast 
frame through the channel with respect to the distance to the sender in Figure
6.6, considering fading intensities 1 and 3. To obtain the statistical significance, 
we plot 95% confidence interval where the dashed red and blue lines represent the 

high and the low fading intensities. We can see that the average received signal 
power may exceed the minimum reception power in the high fading intensity 

when the distance to the GO is greater than 75 m. However, up to 125 m from 

the GO can always achieve average received signal power that is greater than the 

-85dBm in the low fading intensity.
Next, we present the maximum number of lost packets per one data transmis

sion cycle with respect to the n, considering fading intensities 1 and 3 in Figure
6.7. We can observe that lower number of packet losses are still possible with the 

n under the low fading intensity. Here, the number of vehicles who experience 

the beacon loss and the number of vehicles who experience the broadcast frame 

loss are approximately equal for the two fading intensities.
Finally, we present the average PLR per vehicular node with respect to the 

n in Figure 6.8. We can see that the GOB model achieves higher average PLR 

node than the P2P model. The average PLR per node shows small variationper
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Number of Vehicles in a group n

Figure 6.8: The behaviour of average PLR per vehicular node with respect to the 
number of vehicles in a group for different values of m.

under the different fading intensities. Also, we can have less than 0.5% PLR per 

node for both P2P model and GOB model in the low fading intensity. Therefore, 
the GOB model demonstrates a much higher average PLR per node for one data 

transmission cycle compared to the P2P model.

6.4 Average packet reception ratio

In this thesis, we use the average PRR to evaluate the reliability of the GOB 

model. We start by presenting the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the 

signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) under different beacon generation 

rates and fading intensities in Figure 6.9. The simulation is done for 225 indepen
dent instances. We can see that approximately 50% of the clients achieve more 

than 35 dBm in terms of SINR, even in the worst case scenario. The CDF shifts 

to the right when fading conditions improve, which is rather intuitive, and also 

when the beacon generation rate is reduced. This is because the lower generation 

rate reduces the activity in the channel, which in turn reduces the interference. 
Note that reducing the beacon generation rate leads to higher latency as well.

Next, we present the average number of vehicles that successfully received the
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Figure 6.9: CDF of the SINR for both different beacon generation time and the different 
fading intensities.
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Figure 6.10: The average number of vehicles successfully received the broadcast frame 
with respect to the number of vehicles in a group for the beacon generation rate of 5 
packets per second.
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Figure 6.11: The behaviour of average PRR with respect to the number of vehicles in 
a group for both different beacon generation time and the different fading intensities.

broadcast frame within the group under the beacon generation rate of 5 packets 

per second. Figure 6.10 illustrates how many vehicles within the group received 

the broadcast frame successfully for this scenario considering fading intensities 

1 and 3. We can observe that the group achieves considerable packet reception 

within the group when increasing the n.
Finally, we illustrate how the average PRR changes with n in Figure 6.11. 

We can observe that the average PRR gradually decreases with the number of 

vehicles in a group. Increasing n increases the distance of the edge users from the 

GO, which also, increases the path loss and decreases the received signal power. 
Increasing n may increase interference levels as well. However, it is interesting to 

note that if we set group sizes properly, we can have satisfactory performance in 

the network in terms of average PRR. For an example, when the group size is 12, 
the average PRR is greater than 95% for all cases in Figure 6.11. Therefore, the 

degradation in performance on the downlink due to not having retransmissions 

keep within tolerable limits by selecting group sizes pivperly.can
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6.5 Summary

In this chapter,
GOB model using both theoretical and simulation results. The detailed insights 

regarding the results have been provided. We have started with the comparison 

of the average total delay and the average energy consumption of the GO for one 

data transmission cycle between P2P model and GOB model. Gains in terms of 

average total delay and average energy consumption of the GO have obtained for 
the GOB model compared to the P2P model. Also, we have shown that average 

packet loss ratio per node is high for GOB model compared to the P2P model. 
Moreover, we have shown that the degradation in performance on the downlink 

due to not having retransmissions can be kept within tolerable limits by selecting 

group sizes properly.

have analyzed the performance of the P2P model and thewe
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

Wi-Fi Direct (WD) has been looked upon as a possible candidate in VANETs. 
WD has few drawbacks with large delays in packet delivery being the most crit
ical one with respect to VANETs. In this thesis, we focused on improving the 

performance of the WD protocol so that it is better suited for communication in 

VANETs. In particular, it has focused on reducing large transmission delays in 

WD through a broadcast mechanism on the downlink between the group owner 

(GO) and the clients of a WD group.
First, we have modeled the topology of the vehicles. We have modeled a bidi

rectional highway with multiple lanes, we have set speeds of individual vehicles, 
and have set the spacing between vehicles in the same lane according to the 2- 
second rule. Secondly, we have modeled the wireless channel, which is crucial for 
the performance. We have modeled the channel using two well-known models: 
Friis propagation model to capture path loss and Nakagami fading model to cap
ture multipath fading. We have then set up the two communication models that 
differ from each other with respect to the downlink communication.

Having established the system model, we have then theoretically evaluated the 

performance measures such as average total delay, and average energy consump
tion of the GO under the two communication models considering backoff and 

contention for the communication channel. We have showed that performance 

gains in terms of average delay and average energy consumption.
Then, we have performed a simulation study to fine tune the model such that 

it gives a better representation of the actual scenario. We have implemented 

the modifications in the WD protocol on OMNeT-f-f, and have simulated the 

performance of communication. We have obtained the performance measures 

such as average total delay, average energy consumption of the GO and average 

packet loss ratio for both communication models.
Highlights of results:
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The theoretical analysis in 

one data transmission cycle for both communication models compared to 

the previous work in [9].

The simulation results show the effect of both path loss and fading, as well as 

the topology of the network, on average total delay for one data transmission 

cycle in both P2P and GOB models compared to the theoretical results.

The P2P model takes a much larger average total delay for one data trans
mission cycle compared to the GOB model.

The P2P model consumes a much larger average energy of the GO for one 

data transmission cycle compared to the GOB model.

The GOB model demonstrates a much higher average PLR per node for 

one data transmission cycle compared to the P2P model.

The degradation in performance on the downlink due to not having retrans
missions can keep within tolerable limits by selecting group sizes properly.

work shows a much larger total delay forour

We have obtained gains in terms of average total delay and the average energy 

consumption of the GO. Although there has been no gain in terms of average 

packet loss ratio per node, it has given a small variation with the low fading 

environment.
It can be concluded that the proposed broadcast mechanism has enhanced the 

capability of real-time data communication in VANETs using WD. Finally, we 

have analyzed the average packet reception ratio using a simulation study. The 

simulations have also shown that the degradation in performance on the downlink 

due to not having retransmissions can be kept within tolerable limits properly 

selecting the group sizes.

7.2 Future work

Before concluding the thesis, we briefly present some ideas which will motivate 

future studies on this topic.
In Chapter 5, we explained about the timeout selection for GO to initiate 

transmitting data. We define the timeout using the simulation considering an 

ideal scenario of 100% beacon reception by all clients. That is, given the Figure 

6.2 and Figure 6.3 with a gap between the theoretical and the simulation results. 
Therefore, it is necessary to further reduce the gap between the theoretical and 

the simulation results by fine tuning the timeout value.
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The broadcast mechanism on the downlink between the GO and the clients 

of a WD group can be successfully implemented experimentally in the future to 

analyze how the multiple WD groups would further affect the results presented 
in this thesis.

As mentioned in the Chapter 2, this large delays in packet delivery can be 

further reduced by considering the WD group formation time. In the discovery 

phase, the device switches between the search and listen state until it moves to the 

GO negotiation phase. In [23], the author proposes a listen channel randomization 

scheme to reduce the delay of listen state in the discovery phase. Also, the 

scanning delay can be reduced by fine tuning the minimum and maximum channel 
waiting time. We can reduce the delay in the discovery phase by combining the 

above suggested methods.
The group formation time in WD can be reduced with a proper definition 

of the intent value (IV) based on the device capabilities in the GO negotiation 

phase. In [13], the authors propose a new group formation algorithm where the 

IV is defined by considering the RSSI value in the discovery phase. However, this 

not a fair consideration in a wireless network. The main idea in IV calculation 

is to assign the device which is more suitable to become the GO. Therefore, it 
is necessary to define the IV based on the RSSI, number of available neighbors, 
battery status, and whether the device is already a GO of another group or 

not. RSSI value gives the distance between two devices, and also, provides the 

information about the quality of the link between them. A high RSSI value 

between two devices will suggest that they are closed to each other and maintained 

a more reliable link between them. A P2P device with multiple neighbors is 

more suitable to become the GO since it allows its neighbors to join the group 

as clients. This facilitates more devices to connect to the group and allows to 

communicate with nearby devices. One of the main parameter associated with 

the wireless network is the battery status, since all the P2P devices are battery 

powered mobile devices. The GO is the most active member of the group which 

performs functions such as beaconing, forwarding and allows to cross connect 
the group with the cellular network. Therefore, GO consumes more power than 

clients. The P2P device supports concurrent operation where the device can be 

simultaneously operated as both GO and client. However, if a P2P device is a 

GO of one group, it should definitely be the client in the other group. The IV 

of the P2P device can be calculated by considering above parameters with the 

assignment of the weighted factors to each parameter.
The delay can be further reduced with a Backup group owner to avoid the
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group failures in WD [14]. The combination of the above two modifications: 
group formation delay and single point of failure of the group, by combining with 

the GOB model to analyze the full case will be reducing the delay in WD packet 
delivery, and we believe that it is an interesting problem to be addressed in the 

future.
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Appendix A

Sample codes

A.l Network configuration

Sample codes of network configuration are provided here.

IEEE 802.11 LAN module

package inet.examples.wireless.Ian80211;

import inet.networklayer.configurator.ipv4.IPv4NetworkConf igurator^

import inet.node.inet.WirelessHost; 
import inet.node.wireless.AccessPoint; 
import inet.physicallayer.ieee80211.packetlevel. 

Ieee80211ScalarRadioMedium;

network Lan80211
{

parameters:
int numHosts; 

submodules:
host[numHosts]: WirelessHost {

Qdisplay (" i=device/cellphone");
wlan [ *). mgmtType = ” Ieee8021lMgmtSTAWifiDirect " ;

}
radioMedium: Ieee80211ScalarRadioMedium { 

Qdisplay ("p=61,46” );

}
configurator: IPv4NetworkConfigurator {

config = xml("<configXinterface hosts
= *145.236.x.x * nctmask = *255.255.0.0' /> </ config>"); 

Qdisplay (”p=192,47" );

address^

}
}
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.INI file

The .INI file assigns the parameter values of the network. Here, we define a 

network with six nodes for a simulated highway scenario.

[General]
network = Lan80211
tkenv—plugin—path = ../../../etc/plugins 
record—eventlog = true

# results record
**.scalar—recording = true
**.vector—recording = true

**•constraintAreaMinX = 100m 
**.constraintAreaMinY = 500m 
**.constraintAreaMinZ = 0m 
**.constraintAreaMaxX = 125m 
**.constraintAreaMaxY = 1500m 
**.constraintAreaMaxZ = 0m

# Mobility module
**.host [*]. mobility . initFromDisplayString = false 
**.host [ * ]. mobilityType = "LinearMobility "
**.host[*].mobility.updatelnterval = 10ms 
**.host[*].mobility.leaveMovementTrail = true

**.host[0].mobility.speed = 22.2222mps 
**.host[1].mobility.speed = 27.7778mps 
**.host[2].mobility.speed = 33.3333mps 
**.host[3].mobility.speed = 33.3333mps 
**.host[4].mobility.speed = 27.7778mps 
**.host[5].mobility.speed = 22.2222mps

**.host[0].mobility.angle = 270deg # one direction 
**.host[1].mobility.angle = 270deg # one direction 
**.host[2).mobility.angle = 270deg # one direction

**.host[*].mobility.acceleration 0

**.host[3].mobility.angle = 90deg # opposite direction 
**.host[4].mobility.angle = 90deg # opposite direction 
**.host[5].mobility.angle = 90deg # opposite direction
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# Initial position of the nodes 
♦♦.host[0].mobility.initialX = 101.875m 
♦♦.host[0].mobility.initialY = 1000m 
**•host[0].mobility.initialZ = 0m

**•host[1].mobility.initialX = 105.625m 
**.host[1].mobility.initialY = 1000m 
**•host[1].mobility.initialZ = 0m

**.host[2].mobility.initialX = 109.375m 
**•host[2].mobility.initialY = 1000m 
**•host[2].mobility.initialZ = 0m

**.host[3].mobility.initialX = 113.625m 
**.host[3].mobility.initialY = 1000m 
**.host[3].mobility.initialZ = 0m

**.host[4].mobility.initialX = 117.375m 
♦ ♦.host[4].mobility.initialY = 1000m 
**.host[4].mobility.initialZ = 0m

**.host[5].mobility.initialX = 121.125m 
**.host[5].mobility.initialY = 1000m 
**.host[5].mobility.initialZ = 0m

♦ Energy module
♦ .host *.wlan [0] . radio . energyConsumerType =

StateBasedEnergy Consumer"
♦.host*.wlan[0].radio.energyConsumer.offPowerConsumption = OmW 
♦.host♦.wlan[0].radio.energyConsumer.sleepPoverConsumption = lmW
♦ .host♦.wlan [0].radio.energyConsumer.switchingPoverConsumption = l<->

mW
♦.host♦.wlan[0].radio.energyConsumer.^

receiverReceivingPowerConsumption = lOmW 
♦.host♦.wlan[0].radio.energyConsumer.

transmitterTransmittingPowerConsumption = lOOmW

♦♦.wlan♦.bitrate = 6Mbps

♦♦.host[0].wlan[0].mgmt.WiFiDirectUsed=truc
♦♦.host[0].wlan[0].mgmt.WiFiDirectGO=true
♦ ♦.host [0]. wlan [0]. mgmt. strGroup=" Wifi Direct Group"
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**.host (1 j. wlan [0]. mgmt. WiFiDirectUsed=true
**.host [ 1 ]. wlan [0]. mgmt. WiFiDirectGO=false
**.host [1]. wlan [0]. mgmt. strGroup=" Wifi Direct Group"

* *.host[2].wlan(0].mgmt.WiFiDirectUsed=true
* *.host[2].wlan[0].mgmt.WiFiDirectGO=false
**.host [2]. wlan [0]. mgmt. strGroup=" Wifi Direct Group"

* *. host[3].wlan[0 j.mgmt.WiFiDirectUsed=true
**.host[3].wlan[0].mgmt.WiFiDirectGO=false
**.host [3]. wlan [0]. mgmt. strGroup=" Wifi Direct Group"

**.host [4] .wlan[0] . mgmt. WiFiDirectUsed=true
**.host [4] . wlan[0].mgmt.WiFiDirectG0=faIse
**.host [4]. wlan [0]. mgmt. strGroup=" Wifi Direct Group"

**• host [5] . wlan[0].mgmt.WiFiDirectUsed=true
**.host[5].wlan[0].mgmt.WiFiDirectGO=false
**.host [5]. wlan [0] .mgmt. strGroup=" Wifi Direct Group"

**.host [0]. wlan [0]. mgmt. color="RED" 
**. host [ 1 ]. wlan [ 0 ]. mgmt. color—'RED"
* *. host [ 2 ] . wlan [ 0 ] . mgmt. color="RED" 
**.host [3]. wlan [0]. mgmt. color—'RED"
* *. host [ 4 ]. wlan [ 0 ]. mgmt.. color—'RED"
* *. host [ 5 ]. wlan [ 0 ]. mgmt. color="RED"

IEEE 802.11 NIC

package inet.linklayer.ieee80211;

import inet.linklayer.common.IIeee8021dQoSClassifier; 
import inet.linklayer.contract.IWirelessNic; 
import inet.linklayer.ieee80211.mgmt.IIeee80211Mgmt; 
import inet.linklayer.ieee80211.mgmt.Ieee80211AgentSTA ; 
import inet.physicallayer.contract.packetlevel.IRadio;

module Ieee80211Nic like IWirelessNic

{
parameters:

string interfaceTableModule; 
string energySourceModule = default
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string classifierType = default(""); 
string mgmtType = default ("Ieee80211 MgmtSTA" ); 
string radioType = default ("Ieee8021 lScalarRadio" ); 
string macType = default (”Ieee8021lCompatibleMac" ) ; 
string opMode ©enum("a","b","g","n" , "p" ) = default("b"); 
double bitrate ©unit("bps") = default (opMode = "b" ? ll<-» 

Mbps : opMode = "p" ? 27Mbps : 54Mbps); 
bool _agentNeeded = (mgmtType =

Ieee80211MgmtSTAWifiDirect" || mgmtType="•^-, 
Ieee80211MgmtSTA");

**.opMode = opMode;
**.bitrate = bitrate;
©display (11 i=block/ ifcard ;bgb =330,357" ) ;
*• interfaceTableModule = default (absPath(<-> 

interfaceTableModule)) ;
*. energySourceModule = default (absPath(energySourceModule )

);
gates:

input upperLayerln;
output upperLayerOut;
input radioin ©labels(IRadioFrame);
classifier: CclassifierType> like IIeee8021dQoSClassifier <-s 

if classifierType !=
©display ("p = 110,59; i=block/ classifier") ;

{it ii

}
agent: Ieee80211AgentSTA if _agentNeeded { 

parameters:
©display ("p=261,131" ) ;

}
mgmt: <mgmtType> like IIeee80211Mgmt { 

parameters:
macModule =
©display ("p=157,131");

.mac" ;ii -

}
: <macType> like IIeee80211Mac { 
parameters:

©display ("p=157,217" );

mac

}
radio: <radioType> like IRadio { 

parameters:
Qdisplay ("p=157,302" ) ;

}
connections:

radioin —> { Sdisplay("m=s"); } —> radio.radioin;
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radio.upperLayerln <— mac.lowerLayerOut; 
radio.upperLayerOut —> mac.loverLayerln;

mac.upperLayerOut —> mgmt.macln; 
mac.upperLayerln <— mgmt.macOut;

mgmt.agentOut —> agent.mgmtln if _agentNeeded; 
mgmt.agentln <— agent.mgmtOut if _agentNeeded;

mgmt .upperLayerOut —> { Qdisplay ( "m=n" ) ; } —> <-» 
upperLayerOut;

mgmt .upperLayerln <— { Qdisplay ("m=n" ) ; } <— 
upperLayerln if classifierType = 

mgmt.upperLayerln <— { Qdisplay("m=n"); } <— classifier.*^* 
out if classifierType != 

classif ier . in <— { Qdi splay ( "m=nn ) ; } <— upperLayerln if*-9 
classifierType !=

n n .

ii it .

it ii .

}

Frame format of the IEEE 802.11 standard

cplusplus {{
^include "inet/linklayer/common/MACAddress.h" 
^include " inet / linklayer /common/Ieee802Ctrl_m . h" 
^include " inet /common/geometry/common/Coord. h"
}}

class noncobject MACAddress; 
class noncobject Coord; 
enum EtherType; 
namespace inet :: ieee80211;

cplusplus {{
const unsigned int LENGTH_RTS = 160; 
const unsigned int LENGTH_CTS = 112; 
const unsigned int LENGTH_ACK = 112; 
const unsigned int LENGTH_MGMT = 28 * 8; 
const unsigned int DATAFRAME_HEADER_MXNLENGTH = 28 * 8;

without QoS, without Address4 , without SNAP: 2 + 2 + 3*G(*-> 
addresses) + 2 + 4(crc) 

const unsigned int Q0SC0NTR0L_BITS = 2*8; 
field length (bits)

/'/bits
//bits
//bits

//bits
//bits <->

// QoS Control <-»
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const unsigned int SNAP_HEADER_BYTES = 8; 
const short int MAX_NUM_FRAGMENTS = 16;
}}

Ieee80211FrameTypeenum
{

// management:
ST.ASSOCIATIONREQUEST = 0x00; 
ST.ASSOCIATIONRESPONSE = 0x01; 
ST.REASSOCIATIONREQUEST = 0x02; 
ST.REASSOCIATIONRESPONSE = 0x03; 
ST.PROBEREQUEST = 0x04; 
ST_PR0BERESP0NSE = 0x05; 
ST.BEACON = 0x08;
ST_ATIM = 0x09;
ST_DISASS0CIATI0N = 0x0a; 
ST_AUTHENTICATI0N = 0x0b; 
ST_DEAUTHENTICATION = 0x0c; 
ST.ACTION = OxOd;
ST.NOACKACTION = OxOe;

// control (CFEND/CFEND_CFACK omitted): 
ST_PSP0LL = Oxla;
ST_RTS = Oxlb;
ST.CTS = Oxlc;
ST_ACK = Oxld;
ST_BLOCKACK_REQ = 0x18;

= 0x19;ST.BLOCKACK

// data (CFPOLL/CFAa\ subtypes omitted): 
ST_DATA = 0x20;
ST_DATA_WITH_QOS = 0x28;
//Feedback frame for multicast transmission 
ST_LBMS_REQUEST = 0x30;
ST_LBMS.REPORT = 0x31;

}

// Structure to store BSM 
struct Ieee80211BSMElement

{
string DevicelD; 
string Location; 
string Speed;

}
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// Data frame body format. 
class Ieee8021IDataFrameBody
{

short bodyLength = 12; // assuming a 8—character SSID 
string SSID;
Ieee80211BSMElement BSM;

}

packet Ieee80211Frame
{

byteLength = LENGTH.ACK / 8;
short type @enum(Ieee80211FrameType); // type and subtype
bool toDS;
bool fromDS;
bool retry;
bool moreFragments;
simtime_t duration = —1; // "duration" in the Duration/ID «-» 

field (-l=no duration) 
short AID = —1;

Duration/ID field (—l=no ID)
MACAddress receiverAddress; // aka addressl 
simtime_t MACArrive;

// "id" (Association ID) in the

}

// Common base class for 802.11 data and management frames 
packet Ieee80211Data0rMgmtFrame extends Ieee80211TwoAddressFrame

{
byteLength = LENGTH_MGMT / 8; 
MACAddress address3; 
short fragmentNumber; 
uint!6 sequenceNumber;

}

// Format of the 802.11 data frame
packet Ieee80211DataFrame extends Ieee80211Data0rMgmtFrame

{
// or ST_DATA_\VrTH_QOStype = ST_DATA;

MACAddress address4; 
uintl6 qos; 
iiit ackPolicy ®enum(AckPolicy) ; 
uint8 tid;
byteLength = 28+getBody().getBodyLength();
Ieee80211DataFrameBody body;
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}

packet Ieee80211QoSDataFrame extends Ieee80211DataFraine
{

type = ST_DATA_WITH_QOS; 
int ackPolicy <3enum(AckPolicy); 
uint8 tid; 

uint!6 qos;

byteLength = 28+getBody().getBodyLength () ; 
Ieee80211DataFrameBody body;

}

// 802.11 data frame with the 8-byte SNAP header (AA AA 03, 00 00 <—» 
00, <2-byte ~EtherType>)

packet Ieee80211DataFrameWithSNAP extends Ieee80211DataFrame

{
byteLength = DATAFRAME_HEADER_MINLENGTH / 8 + 

SNAP_HEADER_BYTES; 
int etherType @enum(EtherType);

}
}

A.2 Data transmission

Here, we provide codes of the main functions that are used for implementation 

of the data transmission algorithm on IEEE80211MgmtSTAWifiDirect module.

Initialization

void Ieee80211MgmtSTAWifiDirect::initialize(int stage)

{
Ieee80211MgmtBase::initialize(stage);

if (stage = INITSTAGE.LOCAL) { 
isAssociated = false; 
mylface = nullptr; 
numChannels = par ("ninnChannels" ) ; 
host = getContainingNode(this);
host—>subscribe(NF_LINK_FULL_PR0MISCU0US , this);

struct timespec ts;
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clock.gettime(CLOCK.MONOTONIC, &ts) ; 
srand((time_t)ts.tv_nsec);
deviceName-f —1DEVICE "+std :: to.string ((rand () \%30000)-fl); 
beaconlnterval = par("beaconlnterval"); 
numProvisionningSteps = par ("numAuthSteps" ) ; 
if ((numProvisionningSteps\%2)! = 0) numProvisionningSteps-r-r; 
status=0ff;
initFormation . used=par (" WiFiDirectUsed " ) ; 
initFormation . go=par (" WiFiDirectGO " ) ;
initFormation . strGroup=par ("strGroup" ) . stringValue () ; 
initFormation . color=par (" color ” ) . stringValue () ;

WATCH(status);
WATCH(deviceName); 
WATCH(discovering); 
WATCH(isAssociated); 
WATCH_MAP(clientList); 
WATCH_MAP(dataQueue); 
WATCH(scanning);
WATCH(assocAP); 
WATCH_LIST(apList);

}
else if (stage = INITSTAGE_LINK_LAYER_2) {

IlnterfaceTable *ift = findModuleFromPar<IInterfaceTable>(«-» 
par (" interfaceTableModule") , this ) ; 

if (ift) {
mylface = ift—>getlnterfaceByName(utils::stripnonalnum*-3 

(f indModuleUnderContainingNode ( this )—>getFullName () *-»
).c_str ()) ;

}
}

}

Handle cMessages

In this code, we only include the actions related to the beaconTimer and Timer.

void Ieee802UMgmtSTAWif iDirect :: handleTimer (cMessage *msg)

{
// Send beacon 
if (msg = beaconTimer) { 

sendBeacon();
scbeduleAt(simTime() + beaconlnterval , beaconTimer);
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}elsc if (msg = timer) {

EV « "GO initiate the data transmission in the downlink \n«->
•i.

GOSendData();
}else {

throw cRuntimeError("internal 
Y/os

unrecognized timer «-»error :
t ii , msg—>getName() ) ;

}
}

GO sends beacons

void Ieee8021lMgmtSTAWifiDirect::sendBeacon()
{

EV « "Sending beacon\n";
Ieee80211BeaconFrame *frame = new Ieee80211BeaconFrame (" Beacon*-3

Ieee80211BeaconFrameBody& body = frame—>getBody(); 
if (initFormation . used=true)

{
std :: string str="DIRECT—" ; 
str+=initFormation. strGroup; 
body.setSSID(str.c_str());

}else deviceName.c_str ();
body.setSupportedRates(supportedRates);
body.setBeaconlnterval(beaconlnterval);
body.getP2PIEBeaconFrame().setUsed(true);
frame—>setByteLength(28 + body.getBodyLength()) ;
frame—>setReceiverAddress(MACAddress:: BROADCAST_ADDRESS) ;
frame—>setFromDS(true);

if (status = WSCProvisioning) frame->getBody () . <-> 
getP2PIEBeaconFrame () . getCapability () 
setGroupCapabilityBitmap(6 , true) ; 

sendDown(frame);
// Clear the queue 
dataQueue.clear();
// Start the Timer for GO to initiate the data transmission in*-3 

the downlink
Timer = (simtime_t) GOTimeout;

" Start Timer " « Timer « "\nM ;
cMessage(" timer") ;

of clients data frames

EV « 
timer = new
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scheduleAt(simTime() 4- Timer , timer);
}

Handle beacon frames by clients

void Ieee80211MgmtSTAWif iDirect :: handleBeaconFrame (-f-3 
Ieee8021IBeaconFrame *frame)

{
i f (status=P2PClient)
{

storeAPInfo (frame—>getTransmitterAddress () , frame—>4-3 
getBody ()) ;

if (isAssociated && frame—>getTransmitterAddress () = <-» 
assocAP.address)

{
EV « "Beacon is from associated AP, restarting «-» 

beacon timeout timer\n";
ASSERT(assocAP.beaconTimeoutMsg != nullptr); 
cancelEvent(assocAP.beaconTimeoutMsg); 
scheduleAt (simTime () + MAX_BEACONS_MISSED * 

beaconlnterval, assocAP.beaconTimeoutMsg) ;

sendDataQ ;

}
} else

dropManagementFrame(frame);

}

Clients send data frames to the GO

void Ieee80211MgmtSTAWif iDirect :: sendDataQ

{
if(status = P2PClient){

EV « "Client sends the data frame \n" ;

std:: string name="Exchange Data frame";

Ieee80211DataFrame *frame = new Ieee80211DataFrame (name.-f-3 
c_str ());

Ieee80211DataFrameBody& body = f rame->getBody () ;
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host = getContainingNode(this);
IMobility ^mobility = check_and_cast<IMobility *>(host—X—* 

getSubmodule (" mobility " )); 
if(mobility = NULL){

°pp_error (" mobility module not found");
}

EV « "location =" « mobility—>getCurrentPosition() « 
speed =" « mobility—>getCurrentSpeed () « "\n";

body.getBSM().DevicelD = mylface—>getMacAddress().str () ; 
body.getBSM().Location = mobility—>getCurrentPosition (). ■f-’ 

info() ;
body . getBSM () . Speed = mobility—>getCurrentSpeed (). inf o () ;

frame—>setFromDS(false); 
frame—>setToDS(true);

frame—>setTransmitterAddress(mylface—>getMacAddress () ) ; 
frame—>setReceiverAddress(assocAP.address); 
frame—>setAddress3(MACAddress:: BROADCAST_ADDRESS);

sendDown(frame);
EV « "frame sending down to macout' \n " ;

}
}

Uplink

void Ieee8021 lMgmtSTAWif iDirect :: handleDataFrame (<-* 
Ieee8021IDataFrame *frame)

{
if (status=P2PClient 11 status=P2PGroup0vner)

{
// Only send the Data frame up to the higher lavor if the 

STA is associated with an AP,
// else delete the frame 

i f (status=P2PClient)

{
if (isAssociated){
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EV « "Decapsulate and send to the upper layers
ii.

sendUp(decapsulate(frame));
} else

{
EV « "Rejecting data frame as STA is not 

associated with an AP" « endl; 
delete frame;

}
} else

{
// check toDS bit
if (!frame—>getToDS()) {

EV « "Frame is not for us (toDS=false) — <—» 
discarding\n" ; 

delete frame; 
return ;

}
// handle broadcast/multicast frames 
if (frame—>getAddress3 () . isMulticast () || frame—X-3

getAddress3().isBroadcast ()) {
EV « "Handling multicast frame or Handling <-> 

broadcast frame\n" ;
MACAddress txAddress = frame— 

getTransmitterAddress () ;
// look up transmitter address in the client <-* 

list
auto it = clientList.find(txAddress);
if (it = clientList.end()) {

// frame transmitter address not in the «-> 
clientList 

delete frame; 
return ;

}
if(dat aQueue.empty()){
// create DATA entry
EV « "dataQucue is empty" « frame->«-> 

getTransmitterAddress();
DATAInfo *data; 
data = &dataQueue[txAddress]; 

a new entry
data—>address = txAddress; 
data—>dframe = frame—>getBody () ;

// this create

} else
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{
auto it = dataQueue.find(txAddress); 
if(it = dataQueue.end()){

// txaddress is not in the dataQueue 
// create new entry
EV « "tx address is not in the dataQueue " •<—*

« frame—>getTransmitterAddress();
DATAInfo *data;
data = &dataQueue[txAddress]: 
data—>address = txAddress ; 
data—>dframe = frame—>getBody() ;

}
else {

DATAInfo *datal;
EV « "tx is already send the data" « frame <-s 

—>getTransmitterAddress(); 
it—>second.dframe = frame—>getBody () ;

}
}
// duplicate the frame a 
f rame2=f rame—>dup () ;
ASSERT (! f rame—>getAddress3 () . isUnspecif ied () ) ; 
frame—>setReceiverAddress(frame—>getAddress3 () ) ; 
frame—>setAddress3(frame—>getTransmitterAddress () )<->

frame—>setType(ST_DATA_WITH_QOS); 
frame—>addBitLength(Q0SC0NTR0L_BITS); 
sendUp(decapsulate(frame));
EV « " check whether every client send data to 

initiate the downlink transmission \n "; 
if(staList.size() = dataQueue.size ())

{
cancelEvent(Timer); 
GOSendData();

}
return ;

}
}
if (frame->getAddress3 () . equals (mylf ace->getMacAddress ()))

{
frame->setToDS(false); 
frame—>setFromDS(true);
// move destination address to addressl (receiver 

address) ,
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// and fill address3 with original source address;
// sender address (address2) will be filled in by MAC 
ASSERT(!frame->getAddress3().isUnspecified ()) ; 
frame—>setReceiverAddress(frame—>getAddress3()) \ 
frame—>setAddress3(frame—>getTransmitterAddress ()) ;
sendUp(decapsulate(frame)); 
return ;

}
// look up destination address in the client list 
auto it = clientList.find(frame—>getAddress3 () ) ; 
if (it = clientList.end()) {

EV « "Frame's destination address is not in the «-3 
client list — dropping frame\n" ; 

delete frame;

}
else {

// dest address is our clientList , but is it already 
associated?

if (it—>second.status = ASSOCIATED)
distributeReceivedDataFrame (frame) ; // send it out 

to the destination STA
else {

EV « "Frame's destination STA is not in associated*-3 
state — dropping frame\n" ; 

delete frame;

}
}

}else {
EV « "Rejecting data frame as STA is not associated with an *-> 

AP" « endl; 
delete frame;

}
}

Downlink

void Ieee8021 lMgmtSTAWif iDirect :: GOSendDataQ

{
EV « "P2P model \n" ; 
int i = 0;
while (i < clientList. size ())

{
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cframe = dataQueue.pop() ; 
for (auto it=clientList. begin () ; it!=clientList. end () ; it-f-r)

{
if(it—>first != cframe—>getTransmitterAddress())
{

std :: string name=" Exchange Data frame”;
Ieee8021IDataFrame *frame = new Ieee80211DataFrame(^—> 

name.c_str ()) ;
Ieee80211DataFrameBody& body = cframe—>getBody () ;

frame—>setFromDS(true);
f rame—>setTransmit ter Address (my If ace—>getMac Address

0);
frame—>setReceiverAddress (it—>f irst) ; 
sendDown(frame);

}
}
i++;

}

EV « "GO send its data in P2P manner \n" ; 
host = getContainingNode(this);
IMobility ^mobility = check_and_cast<IMobility *>(host—X-3 

getSubmodule (" mobility ")) ; 
if(mobility = NULL){

opp.error (" mobility module not found");

}
for (auto it=clientList. begin () ; it!=clientList. end () ; it-t~f)

{
std :: string name=" Exchange Data frame";
Ieee80211DataFrame *frame = new Ieee8021IDataFrame(name . 

c_str());
Ieee80211DataFrameBody& body = frame->getBody () ;

body.getBSM().DevicelD = mylface->getMacAddress () . str () ;
body. getBSM() . Location = mobility->getCurrentPosition () . inf o«H>

0;
body.getBSM().Speed = mobility->getCurrentSpeed().info () ;

frame->setFromDS(true);
f rame->setTransmitterAddress (mylf ace->getMacAddress () ) ; 

///(this->myAddress);
frame—>setReceiverAddress(it—>first);
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EV « "GO send data frame to RX address : " « it->first « ^ 
M\n";

dataQueue.insert(frame);

i f ( clientList. size () ==1)
{

Ieee80211DataFrame *frame = check_and_cast<«-J 
Ieee80211DataFrame *>(dataQueue.pop () ) ; 

sendDown(frame);
}

}
}

void Ieee80211MgmtSTAWif iDirect :: GOSendDataQ
{

EV « "GOB model \n";
std :: string name=" Exchange Broadcast Data frame"; 
Ieee80211DataFrame *frame = new Ieee80211DataFrame (name . c.str*-*

0);
Ieee80211DataFrameBody& body = frame—>getBody ();

host = getContainingNode(this);
IMobility ^mobility = check_and_cast<IMobility *>(host—><-> 

getSubmodule (" mobility " )) ; 
if(mobility = NULL){

opp_error (" mobility module not found");

}

frame—>setFromDS(true);

body.getBSM().DevicelD = mylface->getMacAddress () . str () ; 
body .getBSM() .Location = mobility->getCurrentPosition () . inf o ()

body.getBSM().Speed = mobility->getCurrentSpeed().info () ;

while (! dataQueue . empty ())

{
frame.aggregate(dataQueue.pop());

}
frame—>setTransmitterAddress (mylf ace—>getMacAddress ()) ;
// Set frame RX address to broadcast
frame—>setReceiverAddress(MACAddress:: BROADCAST_ADDRESS) ;
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dataQueue.clear () ;

// make it a QoS frame 
frame->setType(ST_DATA_WITH_QOS);

sendDown(frame);

}
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